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Enrollment down
total headcount 7,239
Enrollment fiprel for the
fall IMIIIlelter at Murray State
abow only a alicht dec:reue.
Full-time equivalent (FTE)
enrollment liauret are down
101newbat from lut year. Out
of ltate enrollment ia down
100 etudenta from 1ut year's
total.
Total headcount of full-and
part-time etudenta il 7,239,
eicbteee lhy ollut yean mark,
ac:c:ordinl to ficune releued by
the rePatrar'a o«ice. More important bud1et-wi.. i• the
fulltime equivalent enrollment,
derived by addin1 the total
atudeot houra and dividinl by
the normal load, 16 for under1radua~es and 12 for

986 student.

attend classes
off-compra

Dr. Donald E. Jonea, dean of
tbe IJ'aduate echool, baa announced that off-campua
enrollment baa climt.d to 986,
an increue over lut year's
enrollment.
Dr. Jonee attributes the increue in off-campua atudente
to the fact that now o«-c:e...,....
credit ia the aame u campus
reUdeDc:e credit. Moet of the mc:nue hal be. in lfaduate
enrollment, rather than undeqraduate or correapondeac:e
coul'lea, which have remained
approzimately abe eame u lut
year.
Included in the 986 atudenta
enrolled off campua are 314
studente at Ea1l• University,
Fort Campbell, Ky. The
remainder of the atutlenta are
enrolled in atucly ce.nten on
COIIliiUIDity collep camputee
. - - - -- - -- - -

lfaduatee. Murray recorded
6,878 FTE enrollmeat oppoNd

last year'a 6,056.
State P1111d e Jayel..a
Full-time equivaleacy ie used
to determine tbe Uaiwn1&1'•
appropriation from the etat.e. If
Murray bad aperienced
c:reue it would ..... .....
eliPble for aclditioul Rate
funde.
Kentucky reeid•u numbered 5,960 atudenta. There ...
76 international atudeate
enrolled far tbe fall - • • •·
A1eo included in the tMal are
314 atudenta eJIIOUed at ..,..
University, rt. Campbell. MSU
faculty members teach d . at Bqle University which consilt of niDe Kentucky and T•neeeee achoola offerin1 eounea
at Ft. Campbell.
Out-of-atate enrollmtpt COil·
tinued to decliDe. clroppq
from last year's count of 1,303
to 1,203 thia fall. This decline
may be attributed to iaeruailll
non-resident tuition feet aDd
the development ol eonununity
and junior collep ayateme in
nearby areu and adjaceat

•m-

atat..
Wilaon Gantt, dean of admillioaa and ...p.trar, called

the

tumou'

"about u

aearly

1ubiliaed u it could 1et
wWaeut beiaa _..., Uae

~~--

Galltt~ ......... .
.......... drop ill ltantbM ltudente enrolled. laaeuel ill ~ .tudeot

_ . _ . accautl lor the
atabilbatiaa ill hMd ~nt.
.......... iavolftcl in COD-

tiaaiDI edaeatfoa protraJH

ENROLLMENT AT MSU baa appueaUy t.velled off u thia

.... )'8UIIII people rib jolle
tMiat~on a~time

lfaPh 8howL Aec:ordinl to Wilton Gantt, dean of acbnileiona

buil einee the elimbudion of
the draft are factGn rellec:ted in
tbe enrollmeDt trend~." be ad-

tucky ltate univenitiee.

ded.
Deal.... BleewlaeN
Report. from other IChoola
indicate a pneral decline in
euollment., "that pvN Ul
'NUCift to be pleMed 1ritb our
bead count flaure," Gantt added.
r ....~uau and iOphomore
clallft both increaaed in
enrollmeai thia fall. Breakdowa by claue• for tllie
- ,.,., are: ftMbm•D 1,976;
eopbomon. 1.381"; junior 1,175;
tenior, 1,438; ud IJ'aduate
1,269.

Merehante to fund

ad ~. tbil eituation il alao evident at the other Ken-

State approves funds
for exposition center
State funds have been approved for the new •1,489.123
l..inltec:k Show ud BJ:poeffion
Center, accordiq to WillWn N.
Cherry, actiq chairman of the
qricaltu.re department.
Plana eall for the center to
join the A. Carmen Pavillion
whic:b ia located on the Univerlity'a 254-aere experimental

parad~

Homecoming plans set
Murray State's Student Activitiea Board baa appi'Oftd

plaDI for Homecomin1 '73, to
t. held Oct. 27. Tbil year'•
theme ia "Procreas in the New
Era."
Dave O'DaQiela, frealuun
from Wickliffe, wu appoint.d
bomecomU.. cbairmaa iD 8ep.
tember by Student GoverllllleDt
PreeWent DPid Curtit.
Not familiar witll MSU
homeeomin1
traditiona,
O'Daniele planned a ..dif·
ferent" achec:hale of actmtiee
ud wrote 1eUen pablicilint
them. After receivina 47 COlD·
plaiDte over the telephone in

BRAHMS' LULLABY? Dou1 Garrett, senior from Murray,
aeerna to think that rela:aation ia a very important put of a
collep career. He ia taldn1 advantap of the lilteniut b'brary in
the ma~ic section of the MSU Library.

one day, Student Activitiee . The lint place band will
Pr.iden' Ruth Bater receive a tn1eelliat trophy and
ac:heciUled a meetin1 of the 1100. Second place bud will be
board. which reinatated the awarded t50 and the thir.d
atandard MSU HomecomUll. place band will pt •26.
The flnt place priae for ftoata
New Sublddy Plaa
in both Greek and Independent
WIUle the activitiea will diviaiona ie 1100. 8ec:a'd place
hninU,......._ . . . uia-h in botk c:ltri8iaDa ia NO and
put, a couple of new ideu will t:hiid ,.... ..... il • plaqu.
The ftnt place pa;..: fer
be int:roclueed. City .........
with atone alona t.a. puacle ....... dilplQ8 in the Gnek
route wiD be ubcl to ....Wise
~-t d~ ia
tbe parade widl . . .ticme of 160. A plaque will be awarded
.15 each. ~ dGaation will be aecond place wiuen in both
..S fur prilt money to be diviaiona.
P..n ill the bou8e diaplq. float
QueeD NoiDlaatloaa Dee
aad .... c:ompetiticlll. In the
.... the Student Gcwernmeot
All campua or1anbationa
hu taken JDOMY from ite have received letters requeatina
tnuury for ..,....
their
nomination
for
A booklet with the parade homecomin1 queen. Theae
nominations mUit be turned in
route, ~- IIJltries and
~ mercbanta will be
"by today at the Student Govercliabibut.ed free to Murray nment offiCe in the Student
rNidente. Also, each con- Union BldJ.
tributinl atore will receive a
The nqmineea will be presencertificate to diaplay in their ted before the football team
window.
neat Wednesday. The team will
choose five flnaliate who will be
A.noll)'moue Judaea
Three judpe, all from out- announced that nipt. The
aide of Calloway County and finaliata will ride in the
not ueociated with MSU, will Homecomin1 parape. The
decide the ftoat, boUle display queen will be crowned and the
and band wilanen. Bazter uW order of rannen-up aueuneecl
their names will probably clurinc halftime ol the Murrayremain anonymOUI 10 thae Eastern Kentucky foe&Mll
will be no c:bance for any IJ'OUP pme.
Ike aad Tlaa C...l'l
to ..-are tbem.
Parade manhaU will be Dr.
Tbe Student Government baa
Cecil Gentry, ftnt MSU atudent
oraanization preaident and IICbeduled a HomecomiDI condirector of the UA Hurricane cert featunn, Ike aad Tina
Reeearcb Laboratory in Miami. Turner.
For tbe ftnt dme, area hiP
Followinc the concert, the
ac:hool banda will be competina Student Govenunent il aponin the parade for calh pri-. eorinl a dance in the SUB
At leut
banda have decided Ballroom. All MSU atudenta
to compete and lleftral more and alumni are mvited. A
are espected.
amall fee will be c:harpd.
Board

..

m

farm, one mile west of the campus on Collep Farm Road.
Cherry eaid that Gov. Wendell H. Ford baa approved the
..-oject and it ia beiq paid for
out of Federal Revenue
Shariq Funds.
Conatruction for the facility
ia acbedu1ed to bePn in tbe
apriq of 1974 and occupancy il
npeeted in the faD of 1975.
Cherry added, ..After eoall&ruc:tion te ~. tbe atate
will Qma the 'buildinc OMl' to
the Uniwraity. No fulldl are
beina allocated in the Univereity bud1et for ita conltnaction.,,
The Ezhibition Center will
houae
claaerooma
an«!
laborateriea fer Ul8 in tile
atriculturar deperiment's boraemanahip prOifam, the ODly
prop-am of ita kind in the ltate.

AJao cheiped .. a c:GIIl·
MrVice- c:eeter, the
arena will be ue.cl for Hveatock
and hone abowa. It wtU aJ8o be
available
for
reponal
machinery exldbitioaa, herticuJture and boat lhowa uut
tractor pulls.
The idea for the Eshibition
Center orilinated from the cooperative efforts of the Uniftrsity and the Kentucky Horaemen Auociation to provide
aD indoor facility for the
premotion ol hone shows in
the area and a learninl center
for apiculture atudente. The
arena would alao help alleviate
aeme of the problems
ueoc:iated with the eancelinl of
farm-related evente due · to
weather conditions.
muni~

fi Jllide the Ne"" I
ll1lao WGI injwed
u. WMderilv
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New bicycle registration proves worth

Security office recovers stolen bicycles
By KATHY NORTHINGTON
Special Writer

· With the new bicycle
registration procedure the
security office has already
recovered two stolen bicycles
and returned them to their
owners.
Orman Price, head of
security, said the bicycles had
been left unlocked while the
students went into a building
"for only a few minutes" .
Though the bicycles had been
scratched and repainted,
security personnel were able to
locate them because their serial
numbers and descriptions were
registered with the security office.
"It is almost impossible,"
says Price, "to recover bicycles
that have not been registered
with the security office or the
Murray City Police depart·
ment, or both.' '
Price urges students to be
"very suspicious of people at·
tempting to sell them a bicycle
very cheap."
The stolen bicycles were

Photo by Keary Calaaao

BICYCLE OWNERS should secure their bikes with heavy
l~ks or chains. Cheaper chains are eaaily cut by thieves.
Bicycles should alao be re,istered with the security office to aid
in recovering bikes which have been stolen.

recovered from two students
who bought them for a low
price and have now lost their
money and bicycle.
To register bicycles, students
must go to the security office
with a description of the bike
which includes; make, size,
color, speed, and type. Ac·
cording to Price, every bicycle
haa a unique serial number
that identif1e11 the bike and is
found under the crank bub, on
the fork or the frame. After ob·
taining the necessary information the security office
will issue each bicycle a sticker
with no charge to the student.
Price notes that many
students are not buying a heavy
enough bicycle chain or lock.
To save money students are
buying the cheaper chains that
are covered with plastic
covering that usually only contain a thin wire on the inside.
This type can be easily clipped
with wire cutters. To insure the
safety of the bicycle a heavy
lock and chain is needed.
In two weeks the security of·
fice will be distributing
pamphlets to bicycle owners on

89th FDEA meeting planned October .12;
University classes dismissed during session
The eighty-ninth annual
session of the First District
Educational Association will
meet on the Murray State
University campus Friday, Oct.
12. All University classes will
be dismissed at that time.
About 2,000 educators from
19 school districts in 13
Western Kentucky counties are
excepted to gather on the MSU
campus for the meeting.
The FDEA morning session
will be divided into specific interest groups. Each division
will have conferences, uhibits
and demonstrations, and
general discussions of interest
to professional educators.
An afternoon general assembly meeting will meet at 1:30 in
the University Auditorium.
Terry E. Herndon, Executive
Secretary of tbe National
Education Association will be

the featured speaker at the afternoon general session. Herndon is a native Kentuckian
from Todd County. At 34, Herndon is the youngest full-time
Executive Secretary of the
NEA in the organization's
history.
Dr. Donald E. Jones,
executive secretary of the
FDEA, emphasized that all the
meetings, both morning and af.
ternoon, are open to MSU
students and faculty. Dr. Jones,
Dean of the Graduate School at
MSU, stated that a number of
important people in the
education profesAion will be
present for the various
meetings.
Wayne Williams, aaaociate
professor of educational ser·
vices at MSU said that this
FDEA meeting will consist
mainly of general business, the

passing of resolutions, and the
election of new officers for the
coming year. Williams said that
students are urged to view the
various exhibits and demonstrations, and attend group
conferences.
'The FDEA is the oldest
district education association
in Kentucky. Counties included
in the district are Ballard,
Caldwell, Calloway, Carlisle,
Crittenden, Fulton, Graves,
Hickman, Livingston, Lyon,
Marshall, McCracken, and
Trigg.
Mrs. Martha W. Baker, the
current FDEA president, will
preside during the FDEA
meeting . Wayne Harvey,
ton Countv. president-

elect; Mrs. Peggy Wilson,
Murray, vice-president; and Dr.
Donald E. Jones, Murray,
executive secretary, will also be
present during the meeting.
A delegate assembly session
will meet Oct. 4 for the election
of new FDEA officers for the
coming year. Officers to be elected are a member1 a delegate
and alternate to the NEA convention, and representatives to
various commissions.

the safety and care of bicycles.
Some of the suggestions will include: keeping bicycle brakes in
good condition; securing the
bicycle safely and observing
traffic laws.
Price encourages students to
ride bicycles because, "fifty
bicycles can be parked in the
same apace reserved for three
cars and all it takes to operate
a bike is a little knee-grease."

Independent

reps. named
for thU year
Wednesday the Student
Government Association voted
to;
accept applicants submitted
for Independent Representatives
pay room and board fees for
SGA members attending the
Atlanta Convention
re-establish a committee for
open house and regulations
Only two applications were
submitted for the positions of
Independent Representatives.
The Student Government voted
to accept Kathy Runge,
sophomore, and Nancy Spann,
freshman on the SGA.
Dave Curtis, student govern·
ment president, announced that
Norman Lane, dean of student
affairs offered to pay transportation COBts for SGA mem·
bers attending the Student
Government Conference. The
SGA voted to pay the room and
board fees. The Convention
will be held at the SheratonBiltmore Hotel, Atlanta, Nov.
4 and 5

Dr. Jones will deliver a
Kim Stubblefield made a
report of the delegate assembly
meeting to the general assem- motion to re-establish the combly meeting Oct. 12. The new mittee for open house and
FDEA officers will also be in- regulations. The motion was
troduced at that time.
approved.
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Rmtling unsolred
Measures taken to prevent thefts include
moving herd and adding more security

OREN HULL, manager of the Murray State University farm,
examines the cut fence where a 450-pound jersey heifer was
rustled. The animal, valued at $350 for dairy purpo.qes, was
stolen Sept. 18.

Investigation is still underway for the Jersey heifer
stolen from the dairy herd at
the University Farm on Sept.
18.
According to Orman Price,
director of campus security,
security patrols have been increased on the farm and
neither the sherifrs office nor
the city police have turned up
any lt-ads to the theft. Price
said no tracks were found at
the spot the heifer was stolen.
William N. Cherry, acting
chairman of the agriculture
department, said that measures
have been taken to prevent further thefts by moving the dairy
herd in closer to the lot where
the dairv herdsman lives.
The herdsman lives in a
house on the farm located 200
yards from where the heifer
was stolen. CherTY, said that the
herdsman heard nothing
unusual that night.
When asked where he thinks

Scenic site tour of Louisville
planned by Historical Society
A day-long visit to scenic
sites in and around the
Louilwilfe area on Oct. 20 is
being planned by the Jackson
Purchase Historical Society, according to club spokesman
Hunter Hancock.
Included will be such points
of interest as Cherokee Park,
Farmington, Zachary Taylor
National Cemetery, Locust
Grove, the old Louisville Water
Works, and The Old House
Restaurant.
The tour, open only to club
members, will cost $21. Reservations should be sent to
Margaret Heath, 1202 Maple
Street, Benton, secretarytreasurer, by Oct. 13.
The bus will leave Paducah
Oct. 20 at 6 a.m .. Mayfield at
6:40 a.m., Murray at 7:20 a.m.,
and Benton at 7:40 a.m., and
will return the same day.
The first stop will be for an
11:30 luncheon at Cherokee
Park in Louisville.
Next, the club will tour

historic Farmington, a 14-room
house built in 1810 from plans
drawn by Thomas Jefferson
and visited by Abraham Lincoln.
Zachary Taylor National
Cemetery, final resting place of
the 12th President of the
United States, is the next
scheduled stop. Taylor, fatherin-law of Jefferson Davis, was
the second of the only two
Whig Presidents of the United
States. "Springfield", Taylor's
home, will b, viewed in
passing.
Another home of historical
significance to be visited is
Locust Grove, final home of
George Rogers Clark, built
about 1790. Clark, who
reputedly founded Louisville,
died at Locust Grove in 1818.
The last stop will be for
dinner at The Old House
Restaurant, an antebellum
house built in the 1830's.
Nationally famous, The Old
House Restaurant has received

honors and awards from Duncan Hines, i'ord Times,
Saturd ay Evening Post,
Holiday Magazine, and
Coronet Magazine.

the heifer ended up, Cherry
commented, "it was probably
butchered or put on the black
market."
The theft was discovered
early Wednesday morning
when Oren
Hull, farm
manager, discovered a hole cut
in the pasture fence with .snippars ~nd found hair in the wire.
Hull sa)'!> he had, "no doubt
that an animal had been led
through."
The 18 month yearling was

to have been used for dairy
purposes in about six months.
Identification of the 450-pound
Jersey can be established by
tattoos in her ears--M72 in her
right ear and 222 in her left
ear.
Cherry said that to his
knowledge the only other repor·
ted incidents of cattle rustling
in the area was a theft of a beef
cow on Concord Road the night
after the Jersey heifer was
stolen.

Spring semester loan
app~icatiom now due
money for educational purposes
from their home-town bank,
savings and loan association, or
credit union, due to the new
program.
If the lender agrees to make
the Joan, the Federal Government will pay the interest on
the loan until repayment starts.
Repayments normally commence nine to twelve months
after leaving school.
If a loan can not be recommended based on financial
need, it may be possible to
borrow, but the applicant will
not qualify for Federal Interest
benefits. The applicant, under
this condition, will be required
to pay the interest even though
he is still in school. Nonsubsidized loans are made at
the discretion of the lender.
McDougal indicated that only a
limited number of lenders are
making non-subsidized loans.
McDougal said that the
where she received treatment maximum loan is $2500 per
and was released.
year. He stressed, however, that
Don Wright, a Murray State the applicants' calculated need
football player, suffered a head will actually determine the
injury during the game, and amount of the loan recomwas taken to the hospital for mendation.
observation.
Both undergraduates and
Beverly Eldridge, from graduates are eligible to apply.
Morehead, suffered difficulty in All loan recipients are required
breathing and was taken to the to sign a notorized affidavit
hospital but was released.
that •the loan proceeds will be
Joe Green, security officer at used only for educational exMurray State University, said, penses.
"No one has ever fallen from
Application forms and
the wall of the stadium ; program information may be
however, the wall is a hazard, obtained in the Student Finanand people should stay away cial Aid Office, Basement, Adfrom it."
ministration Bldg.

Students seeking loans
through the Federally Insured
Student Loan Program (also
called Guaranteed Student
Loan Program) for the spring
semester of 1974 must complete
and file applications in the
Student Financial Aid Office.
According
to
Johnny
McDougal, director of student
financial aid, four to six weeks
should be allowed before the
time the loan is needed.
Under the new regulations
(Education Amendments of
1972) the amount needed is
calculated at Murray State by
using the American College
Testing (ACT) Family Financial Statement.
Eligible students may borrow

Security officer says injuries
not caused by stadium
Rumor had it that several
people were injured at the football game between Murray and
Morehead Saturday night,
when they fell from the wall of
Murray's new football stadium.
However, this was proven to be
untrue. But several people did
suffer from accidents which
evidently created this misconception.
Laurie Hayes, 10 years old
suffered some type of attack
and fell forward into the
stands. She wali taken to the
emergency room of the Mur_rayCallaway County Hospttal,
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PBRSPECT!VEl IIIII
One done

and

One to go

The opening of the new Roy
Stewart Stadium has brought a sigh
of relief to the campus. When the
finishing touches are in place, the
new structure should prove to be
everything expected.
It does, however, leave behind a
problem.
What to do with old Cutchin
Stadium?

made it seems that Cutchin Stadium
will have to go.
A nd perhaps rightfully so.
Realistically, there doesn't seem to
be much need for a crumbling old
stadium.
There is one part of the old structure which we hope someone will
take the time to preserve. T hat part
i:; its name.

It had been proposed to use at
least part of the site for a new
student union building. No one
seems to be discussing that
possibility any more.

Carlisle Cutchin was a teacher,
athletic director and coach at
Murray State. At one time or
another, he was conch of every sport
then at MSU.

A more current proposal calls for
razing at least the bulk of the structure aml using the ~<pace for an intramural field . Whatever choice is

The records made by most of his
teams would be the delight of any
coach, then or now. In hig five years
as head football coach his record

Ever had one of those days.
It's happened to you before. The
time and reason for the call are
fleeting but its memory is etched in
those brain cells reserved for
retaining aggrevation.
It was probably between classes,
at lunch time, or maybe even at 4:20
p.m. when you just had to get
through before everybody locked
their doors. But did you?
Nope.
While the glass doors control the
bodies that frequent the Administration Bldg., the phantom
campus phone operator determines
who makes the wires hum and for
what reason.
Zounds! You mean there is a fulltime University operator? Yes, the
position is staffed or unstaffed from
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. each day
beaming those phone numbers and
information to lucky winners whose
calls are accepted. Awareness of the
situation would have AI Bell turning
nbout 6,500 rpms in his grave.
The telephone is a valuable commodity only because of its immediacy. Rob the system of this and
you might as well start searching for
zip codes as an alternative .
Telephoning saves steps, money, and
often grades even in its most simple
function. Now the MSU operator
might not rescue the world from insurrection, but ideally the office
could provide a service of consequence to the students and faculty.
You cannot put a price on
reliability.
There is no reason that a university serving 7,239 students cannot
establish a suitable system for information dissemination.
Wsiting four and one-half or five
minutes for a response to good old 30-1-1 is a poor excuse for service

even if we don't pay an "A.G. Bell
Memorial Fee" in registration.
The argument about using the
campus directory currently on the
loose doesn't carry much weight.
Releasing this was near criminal in
nature because the booklet was obviously up-dated the last t ime
Murray lost a football game and
many students listed haven't even
registered.
Southern Bell records some 40

was 36-11-4 with two teams undefeated. As head basketball coach
from 1926 to 1941 his record was
253-91.
Few people now at Murray State
remember Coach Cutchin. He died
in 1953. But we hope that someone
will see fit to preserve his name at
the University now that the old
stadium is obsolete. If an intramural field is built, it will need a
name. The fie ldhouse is now known
only as the Sports Arena. perhaps in
the plans somewhere there is a new
sports facility.
Outside Cutchin Stadium there is
a plaque commemorating the coach.
Though the stadium is in disrepair,
the plaque seems t.o have weathered
well.

I

I

I

I

?
I

telephones "removed from in· formation operators in Murray with
sta llation points" last year. This current campus directories? The
really means they were ripped off lists could be up·dated or replaced
the wall in anger, frustration or as a whole, independent of city and
despair. How many of these stem- county listings. T his information
med from tuning in on the "double could be handled quickly and efring blues" for five minutes is not ficiently wit h no cost to the caller. If
certain. Barring an epidemic of in- you've ever tried to get campus intestina l flu , there is no reason for formation from out of town, you
t he inefficiency rampant in our know what a bonuRthis would be. It
telephone information system.
would not only alleviate the current
Why not supply Southern Bell in- congested condition, it would
provide a central location for immediate information.
Under this sytem, phoning for information would again be a
tolerable situation and not comparable to a dental appointment.
T his condition will not improve itself. One cannot expect an
inanimate object to compensate for
human incompetance.
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lA look at the Board--

during his career included director of
the Legislative Research Committee for
four years and chairman for eight years,

By JAYNE CLARK
Special Writer

He enjoys making friends with
students. Murray State University is his
a,lma mater, the Student Union Bldg. is
named for him and he has a colorful
political background. Who is this man?
Harry Lee Waterfield, 62-year-old member of the Murray State University
Board of Regents.
In his 30 years of Kentucky politics,
Waterfield was a member of the House
of Representatives for six terms, two of
those as Speaker of the House. Twice
in 1955 and 1963, he was elected
Lieutenant Governor. While lt. governor, he eerved as President of Senate.
He signed the bill naming Murray State
a university.
Waterfield made three attempts at
becoming Governor in 1947, 1959 and in
1967. He was defeated in the
Democratic primary each time. He is
still involved in public life. In 1970 he
was appointed Kentucky co-chairman
for the President's Federal and State
&venue Sharing plan and in 1972
named to the Kentucky Economic
Development Commision.
Other positions held by Waterfield

~Letters

Harry Lee Waterfield

chairman of the Kentucky Disabled Service Men's Board from 1955-59 and an
eight-year member of the State Property
and Buildings Commission.
Since his appointment to the Board in
1969, one of the personal rewards he
says is, "being able to make as best I

of the Kentucky Press ABBOCiation in
1942.
As president and chairman of boards
of Kentucky Investors, Inc. and Investors Heritage Life Insurance Co. of
Frankfort, Columbus, Ohio and Columbia, South Carolina, he travels from one
office to another quite frequently, using
these trips as his vacations.
Waterfield's dream of a farm, Hick·
mandale, is located on 400 acres near

Talking of the Board of Regents,
Waterfield said, "it is as close to the
students of MSU as the spirit and heart
permit. This Board has worked as
diligently and faithfully as was possible
to fulfill obligations to the University."

could a maximum contribution to the
education, health and welfare of my
fellowmen." One of his contributions is

Selecting a prestdent with fair voice
and representation from everyone he
feels was one of the major accomplishments of the Board.

the Waterfield Collection of papers,
books, documents, pictures, tape recordings and movies of his political life to
the MSU Library.

One of the greatest problems of the
Board, in Waterfield's words, "is the
(Board) membership's inability to have

Waterfield received moat of his
education in Calloway County. He
graduated from Murray State in 1932

time and opportunity to meet more personally with students and faculty and
University personnel." Upcoming
reports from President Curris of

with a BS. An honorary degree of Doctor of Laws was awarded him in 1969,
making him the second alumnus to be
honored.

possibly arranging meetings with
students should help to overcome the
problem soon, says Waterfield.
Waterfield sees the University as "one
of character, going forward, fulftlling its
purpose of quality education." He

Waterfield is a dedicated family man
and hard worker. In 1933 he married
the former Laura Fergu!lon of LaCenter,
Ky. They now have three children and
five grandchildren.
Soon after graduation in 1932 Waterfield began a career in newspaper work.
He has owned and operated newspapers
in Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle and
Ballard counties, and became preRident

to the

would like to see MSU remain regional
and thinb "quality is tremendously
more important than quantity." A
steady precentage growth of a 7,000-

Waterfield

10,000 enrollment category is one thing
Waterfield feels would adapt to this
kind of development.

editor~~~~~~~~~~

In the past year or so, due to year's cheerleaders have been
the usual lack of interest, the extremely dedicated and have
Editor:
coffeehouses have dwindled to put in many hours to make the
best po11sible showing in our
On Sept. 15 upon my arrival a once-a-month get-together.
on campus to attend the first
If anyone would like to per- new stadium. I think it is
football game in Roy Stewart form at one of the coffeehouses, totally unfair and unjust to be
Stadium. I took my usual they can go to the UCM and as completely critical of your
alumnus tour of the campus I make arrangements. And fellow students as the remarks
love.
anyone who finds themselves in last week's editorial. I, for
But. when I reached The Hut with nothing to do on a Satur- one, would have hoped that
and saw that it was closed, my day night, try going to the along with the critical and sarheart tugged a bit. Somehow basement of the UCM and castic comments, there could
when I think of Murray State, having a cup of coffee and some have also been some constructive criticism for a group
The Hut is an integral part of good music to listen to.
representing the student body
that memory.
First, it was The Hub in Barbara Holden
and dedicated to the University
1966; now it is The Hut in
and its athletic teams.
1973. No longer does the camI know the cheerleaders will
pus "revolve around The Hub"
continue to improve as the
or can students "meet your Supports cheerleaders...
season progresses. In my
friends at The Hut."
opinion, they represent a
tradition "which is fine and
Thousands and thousands of Editor:
very desirable." We provide no
Murray State graduates are
I was extremely disappointed
cheerleading scholarships. The
grateful to Jack and Josephine
Shroat of The Hub and Jack in the highly critical editorial cheerleaders represent the
and Millie Ward of The Hut for that appeared in la!lt week's truest form of sport for they are
providing a place to "hang out" issue of the NEWS directed at dedicating their time and efthis year's cheerleading squad.
forts only for the sheer joy and
all these years.
Our young and inexperienced satisfaction of performing as
The Hub and the Hut are
gone, but they are not forgotten squad (no member had ever cheerleaders, and they deserve
cheered at a varsity football
as long as memory exists.
your support and the support of
game until our opening game)
the entire student body.
has worked long and hard in
Ernest R. Vaughn
preparing for their appearance
Cal Luther
Apt. 11 E . Broadway Apts.
at
this fall's games in the new
Athletic Director
Madisonville, Ky. 42431
Roy Stewart Stadium. They
would be the first to admit that
they have had to make some
changes in their techniques in
the new stadium. The use of a
Editor:
microphone system, the size of
Coffeehouse...
Re: Sept. 28 article on the
the stadium, the dibtance from
the crowd, the fact that varsity cheerleaders.
As an active member of the
students have not become
Editor:
For the past few years there oriented to a particular section, squad, I would like to point out
have been Saturday night cof- plus the great number of a few of the more obvious
feehouses held at the United visitors and guesbl for these discrepencies which I detected
in your recent editorial. First,
games
have
Campus Ministry. It's a form of first three
entertainment and one answer made the job of the you stated that you were annoyed by "Whomp 'em upside
to the lack of social activitv on cheerleaders a difficult one.
the head" during the strategic
campus. If there were more.of a Coach Furgerson and I , and
turnout and more variety in en- our squads, are in complete
play of the wmning touChdown
tertainment, the coffeeh ouse agreement
that
the
during the Tech game. Leading
would be held every Saturday cheerleaders are an important
the yells on the microphone, I
part of our programs. This
would like to point out that we
night.

The Hut ...

Clinton, Ky. It was here in 1944 that he
began his herd of registered Shorthorn
cattle, the aecond in the Purchase area
to begin a heard of this tYpe.

have never initiated that (9/ 14 /73) - he identified
cheer. We have, however, graduate assistant Larry White
picked it up after it was begun as a former MSU tackle, which
by the crowd. Furthermore, our was perfectly fine and correct,
microphones were accidentally except that he didn't identify
turned off with two and a half student assistant Sam Tandy
minutes left on the scoreboard, (who was one of the most exand
thus including the time during citing, electrifying,
which we were supposedly ut- valuable players that I saw on
tering distracting cries of any Racer football team in my
five years there) as a former
"Whomp 'em!"
You also remarked that most MSU middle linebacker. I
students "would rather provide think Sam got a little short
their own vocals than be led, as ' changed in that story.
is obvious by their lack of
Michael T . Koch ---'72
response." Maybe you aren't
listening, but I have found the
Editor'• Note:
response the best exhibited by
The MURRAY STATE
Murray fans in quite awhile.
NEWS
welcome• any lettera,
Also noteworthy is your
knowledgeable statement that artlclea, cartoons and pic·
turea from Univenity
"the only people that follow
facu l ty
and
along regularly are the frater- atudenh,
alumni.
nities out for that all-important
Letters to the Editor may
"Spirit Award." From my
be
no longer than 2.50 words,
position on the track, facing the
typed and double-spaced.
fans, I see a multitude of ''inAll letters muat be aigned or
dependents" who are cheering
they
will not be publiahed.
with us for the Racers just as
Upon reasonable request,
faithfully as any fraternity.
names can be withheld in
Speaking for the squad, I wilJ
publication.
say if the students agree that
The NEWS has the right to
they neither need nor want
change the letters to con·
cheerleaders, we will "Resign"
form to its style, but every
from our post before the next
effort will be made to leave
ballgame. I'm certain that we
meaning
and
content
could find something around
unaltered. We reserve the
which to organize our stay in
right to reject letters for
Murray besides daily practice
reaaona of libel or taste.
sessions.
Guest articles may be from
250 to 750 words and will
Sue Brauch
follow the same standards
Var~ity cheerleader
as Letter. to the Editor.
Camera buffs and cartoonists may also submit
work to the NEWS. All pic·
Correcticn ...
tures must be black and
white and clear and sharp.
Editor:
Cartoons should be subI'm .sure it was a case of mitted on heavy, white
unawareness rather than paper.
Deadline for entry is Mondiscrimination, but in Sport's
Editor Mark Hultman' s story day noon before the Friday
on MSU'.s Grid Coaches publishing date.
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For your information:

Plans, pledges, parties dominate activities
WIMn it '"*Y bo ~ry to inform nwmbon
nf an m~anoullon of a -Inc or opeool "'tnt,
or the c:t~ n\pua of •n ,..pen t'lvent tpun.-ond by
your orsono.. tlnn, thtl N~;WR wtll be clod I<>
print time, pia«. puf)l<""' of t.h• m...tlnC and ""
forth , Now• for the r•wuiMriY oc;hoduled
m..,tmp woll al.., ltto ot't"'Jlltod fur puhlk•tlon ,
O.odlh"' Ill the Munday bolure oach t'riday of
publlutloon Any inoltvodual noay cumt by the
NEWS ofloro, Ho wom II t Wol•on Hall. t.osuhmol
thu lnformotlon . Or, o·•ll ony of the numberJ
llawd holow
MURitA Y ~TATE NEWS took lor Camt1ut
Lofo)
762·44&1
Sutun c;ttm

bie Sander at 767·6567 or Sue
Ellen Morris at 767-6396.

day. The party will be open to
actives, pledges, and invited
guest only.
Congratulations to tlie MSU
football Racers for their vic·
tories in the last few weeks.
These have made the new
stadium worth waiting for .
Good luck this week againRt
UTM and in your other road
games.

w.s.G.A.

HORSEMEN'S CLUB

7~:t.t\4U

Slwrry Nt""'""
767-'WI~

t'Mdh.ck on the pah<W. and loocu ... on the
Com- J,ofe Ndoan 11 wol<ome b)' t.he NEWS
Addrea o:Omtntolll to• the M t:RRA Y STATj,
NEWS. 8os 1109, Univota~ty Stauun

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA
Sigma Sigma Sigma has added a total of eleven pledges
since fall rush.
The following girls accepted
bids on Sept. 10: Jennifer
Bou cher , S usan
M aso n,
Paducah; Laura Lovan, Pam
Ottens, Sebree; Christie Scott,
Murray; Jackie Smit h, Petersburg, Ill. ; Vivien S mith,
Shelby Co.
Four more pledges were added on Sept. 25. They included:
Lila Todd, Greenville; Lee Ann
Vinson, Eddyville; Marsha Lee ,
Louisville; Cathy Wise, Vin·
cennes, Ind.
In$tallation of pledges was
held on Oct. l, and a party for
collegiates
and
pledges
followed in the sorority room.

The next meeting of the
MSU Horsemen's club will be
held Oct. 11 at 7 p.m. in the
a ssembly room
of the
Agriculture Bldg.
There will be election of officers.
The booth at the All-American
Quarterhorse Congress will be
planned.
Refreshments will be served
afulr the meeting.

SIGMA PHI E PS ILON
The brothers of Sigma Phi
Epsilon pledged nine men last
Monday night. They are: Dan
Kaufman, Greenville; Victor
Olu a eal, Andy Campfield,
Murray; Chip Morton, Indianapolis, Ind.; Steve Hines,
Crystal Lake, Ill.; Mike Pfau,
Jasper, Ind.; Terry Ingle, Dave
Downey, Louisville; Gary
Yates, Eddyville.
Tonight the pledges are sponsoring a house party and will
supply refreshments as a money
making project. The party will
start at 8 p.m., with brothers
and
guests
a t t e nding .
Tomorrow there will be a bundle party at the house at 8 p.m.
with brothers and guests a ttending.
The alumni who attended
last weeks functions were: Rick
Bang, Gordon R odell, J eff
Moser and Ed Rudolph.

OMEGA PSI PHI
Omega Psi Phi installed two
pledges. They are: Windell
Gray, Winfred Jones, Paducah.
They began pledgeship Oct. 24 .
The little sisters of Omega
Psi Phi will sponsor a bake sale
tod ay in the SUB. Tonight the
little sisters a re having a dance
in Hart Hall a t 9 a.m. Price of
admission is twenty five t·ents.
Everyone is welcome.
Officers and members of
Omega Psi Phi are: Melvin
Tinsley, Eminence, president;
,James L. J ones, Hopkinsville,
vice-president; Oscar Brewer,
J r., Hopkinsville, l'ecretary;
Ronald G. Clemons, Paducah,
treasurer ;
Walter Bumphus, Princeton;
Kenneth Atwater, Jackson,
Tenn .; Michael Lowery,
Madis onville;
Robert
Harrifond , Paducah; Do n
Clayton, Princeton; George N.
King, Jr., Louisville; Gower
Marshall, Paducah, Tommy
Turner, St. Louis, Mo.

The b rothers of Sigma Pi
would happily announce the
names of their new advisors.
T hey are Captain T homas
Hayden, of the ROTC department and Dr. B. E. McClellan
of the chemistry depa rtment.
We would like to welcome
these fine instruciorR to S igma
Pi.
There will be an informal
cookout a nd get-together Sun·

**~*******t**
lt
lt
Fall Puckery

for our fraternities. Com petition is tough, fraternities
are always ready and we look
forward to a large crowd to fill

DELTA SIGMA THETA
Delta Sigma T heta public
service soror ity has accepted
the following women into the
Photo by Wilson Woolley
fa ll pledge class: Alvis Bond,
Louisville; Yolanda Brewster,
GAMMA DELT A CHAPTRR of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia has
Ch ica go; Rode nia Brown ,
chosen Miss Vicki Collison, j unior voice major from
Gwendolyn Parker , HopkinWashington, Ind., their 1973-74 Sweetheart. She is the reigning
sv ille; Dor othea Dawso n, 1 Miss Murray State and represented MSU in the Miss Kentucky
Mayfield ; Elbert a Grooms ,
pageant. She is also a member of Alpha Omicron Pi social
Lucille Holland, Paducah.
sorority and Sigma Alpha Iota women's music fraternity.
Delta Sigma Theta will spon·
During the past two years she had a leading role in the allsor a talent show tonight in
student musical production "Campus Lights" sponsored by Phi
Lovett Aud. at 7:30 p.m. The
Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha Iota.
·
talent show will consist of
various talent from the ,..--:-...-o:---r---r----,.....--r----T-r--r---,:--*~-.'T'""-*:::--*--:--*.....-:::-'71
area .

*
~ Season Tickets on Sale now !

t

surroun~ing

ALPHA DELTA PI

CAMPUS GOLD
Campus Gold is a group of
young adults who enjoy cam·
ping, bicycling, traveling, and
performing service projects. All
girls interested in learning
abou t this campus Girl
Scouting movement should
come to a meeting in Room 1 in
the Student Union Bldg. at 6
p.m ., Tuesday, or contact Deb·

SIGMA PI

This year the women of
Murray State who do not live
in the dorm will have a chance
to bring their ideas and gripes
to the Women Student Government Association. There will be
off campus representatives this
year. This means there will be
reports of t he events and news
from the W.S.G.A that will be
of interest to off campus
studentii. Contact Susan Aubin,
off campus representative, 1650
Ryan Ave., 753- 7630 , at
anytime to submit opinions or
ask questions.
There will be two more in·
dependent representatives elec·
ted by W.S.G.A. Their job will
be ro help and offer suggestions
to the members. These two girls
can be either on or off campus.
Interested students should send
a resume giving reasons for
wishing this position and all
other information that maybe
of interest t o W.S.G.A. Send
the resume to Ann Mark at
2382 Unive r sity Sta tio n,
Murray S tate Unive r s ity,
Murray, Kentucky. Deadline is
Oct. 9.

This event has been held by
Epsilon Omicron chapter since
their founding on the MSU
campus. Every year we look
forward knowing tha t this is
the only event held

The sisters of Alpha Delta Pi
wish to announce their annual
Alpha Delta Pi 500. It will be
held Thursday in Cutchin
Stadium at 4 p.m. This annual
event which iA usually held in
the spring is being held this fall
because rain and bad weather
forced cancellation of all plans
last spring.

~

~
.M

~

~

'73-'74 University Theatre Productions
• $4 . •

.........................
contact any Sock and Buskin member

767-4421

~ ~----------------------~

~------ATTENTiONALLMURRAY-sTAiE------,
Cl u bs-G roups-Sorori ties-Fraterni ties-Organizations-Etc.

'Party Meeting Room "

FREE
USE
COUPON

Regular $5.50 PER HOUR

Someth ing Different!

FREE
USE
COUPON

Someth ing Nice!

We have a real nice private room for you, tastefully decorated, lighted, temperature rontrolled, quiet. and clean.

reg. $4.98

Now $3.44 yd

No preparation. no mess for you to worry about.

*~Cotton
----*
Quilting ~
*
*

* ----- ,.

Dtliciou. Dtsstru

a

Ceoval Sboppiol

Cente~

•********'

)'OUT

own Sundau)

Dipper's Delight

N ow $1.22 y d*

,.

Drinks At-ailablt Lilt.t S UNDAE BAR

(Makt

Reg. $1.79

Mooiqutt Fabra

tv~d

32 (lo.vors Ice Cream &ore
Just phone and make your one-time free reaervation period. Nothina to buy, opeD noon to eleven daily, inapect anytime.

.

R~Mrvatiou-·Dqvid
.

or Lou. Keller,
or
. 753-6211
.

163~ 4498. •

·I
. II

-----~---~--~-~-----~---~---~-~-~~--~----~--~---------~
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(Ooatlal*l flooa pap t)

A:LPJIA GAMIIA Uf)

tbe CutctiiD StacHum .....
In additMia t.o a lnt placa
trophy; Mr. l'rat 100 ... ..

The brother1 of Alpba
Ometa chapter of Alplta
o.... Rbo bultalled . . fall

...........

an Diu O' Naoa, . . _ .;
Steve HoW., Clcweipott; Jeny
CatH, . Cuba; Joha Welle,
Greenville;
.John
Dale
Bnobhire, Barl Reev81,
Blkton; Robert Jones. PrinCitoo, Bill McElhaney, Lou
Oak. Tbe brothers allo made
platll for tbeir HCIIDfleOIItlna
to be held at Jfa.IJu

~.,....

apirit . . . wiH ........ . .

PI KAPPA ALPJIA
The kOiben at PI K-APP*
It new

<Alpha .iQtalled

ialtiaffill · - Monday nJaht.
~_..the memben of the
Bta pleclp ea.. aDd are
u follOws: David AdaiDI,
Bill Brown. Billy Cf;aok,
John Cuthoff, Mark Ham·
pbriee, Jeny 8lewart, Pbll Gar·
lleU. Ropkioavllle; LyH
Broob, Urbana, 111.; Bill
wamo. Georptcnm. m.
Harold Webb. Chria Good·

1::.'

c.e;

GAIOIA BBTA PRI
KAPPA ALPHA
The brothen of Kappa Alpha

mao. ChrW Dumint. Prai1lr.
Buatet',

Louisville;

Jerry

Caatleman, Tim Lan,Cord, Ben
Ttnett, Hickman; Mike Chap-

pell, Paducah; Pat Coomes,
Owensboro; Allen Musto,
Nashville, Teno;
Ralph Dibble, Jimmy Dod,aoo, Drake Hall. Larry Robinaon, Bruce Scott, Murray;
Bryon Rodaen. Panama City,
Fla.; Larry McMillian,
Franklin; Jeff Lackey, Radclift';
Maury Baatbum, Ft. Lauder·
dale, Fla.
Aa one anoual tradition the
brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha
will run the 1ame bell from
Murray to Martin and present
it to Coach Furpnon prior to
tbe kick-off of the Murray and
UTM pme tomorrow nilbt.
The run will tJetiD at 10 a.m.

DELTA S"GMA PHI
"
On Sept. 15, tbe brothers of
Delta Siple Phi Colony at
Murray State Univenity officially became tbe HWtb chapter, Zeta Beta, of Delta Sipla
Phi They received the charter
at apeciaJ ceremonies at KenBar Inn, followed by a banquet.
Speakers included Executive
Secretary Francia " Pete"
Wacker, National President
auuell Roebuck, District
Govemor c.o. 8wealoD. AMt..

•

--·1111!1

"

. .
Di1tnc:t Governor Mike
McCabe- aDd Chapter PIMident
Jim Brashear, Sturpa.
Officer•
are
Leonard
Clarkaon, Louiavjlle, pllllident;
Barry Gliaker, Syracuae, N.Y.,
tre~aurer; Dean Jauera,
LouiavWe. vice-pnlicMnt; and
Michael Mullen, EvauvWe,
Ind., ..:ntary.
The brothm welcome from
tbe Univendt.,y of Keatuclr.y
Colony Jm JWhuna, PQuceh

p.m. for departure. The
brotben would a1ao like to
thank all 1reelr.e and independents for malr.iq ruah en)oyable.

TAU K..\PPA BPSILON

The Alpha Dlka pledp clua
ol Tau K.appa ...iloa hu etarted their invitation under a
new form of pa.q.hip. Tbe
ALPHA EPSILON PI
iDiUata of Alllba Delta are:
The brothen of Alpha Ep- ... ,.,.. ..... '14 MiU
silon Pi will apouor a "come as ~~ . . . Pofa.
you are" party tomorrow at 7 ~ IW RlehlMMI, ·MinD.;
p.m. at the houee, with pe&tl .,....,..~

.m ........

Clll, 1D o.r,

~

w,_..._.. ..,........, v...-,

...,.....

...,.... ... c. ~......... a...
BNGAGBIUN"ta
Ja u.le CAipM a.- \J*II),

.r.....

~~dMJ . . .

....

WW~Di&ht
~

,.....

1fho at.....CA..., ennt
............ far the Mar

...

ALPHA

8lGJIA ALPHA

a., one aiad 1•t one JJlBE
willa coupon
(Explret October 11)

Murray a Mayfield only

"Fritz The c.t"

Com·

......... ..,all

,...._

CHEESEBURGERS for

Statts W ed.-Capri

ttiis

dub'• ~tiv· council.

~*************.
Cosmetic Sale ***
Assorted M:u Paetor
Eye Male-up

Cbucl

_,.................
...... . . .
Wart

petition.
Tim Luifot'd, HidunM baa
been elected fnllhmaa c&a.
npre~t~~tative to serve on the

:

*
---t,.....-te-. .
N.Y.;

........... ean-1. JU.

Gamma Beta Pial Hoaar
Ua oat
meatiq Wecm.dq at 9 p.m.
iJl Faculty Hall. Rooa 100. It il
important that any penon intereated iD Gamma Beta Phi be
)lll"teeDt at tbia ......... - daii
• the tint pleclp ..... .
Gamma Beta fbi il opeD to
....,one with a 2.76 ~paint
atandi.... npnlleeB ol .......
Sioc:e Gamma Beta N il a
aa1l orpoiution. the dub
hu dec:idecl to ecmstruc:& a
apirit
banner fM the
HomecoiDiDI pme, iDatMd of
enteriq a ftoa' iD parade COlD-

Soeiety will kold

Je»eph Fowler. Louisville; '
DAMES CLUB
Michael Ryan, Murray; Denny
Hit.e, Waverly; Mark Lob.tein,
The next aaeetiDI ol the
Farview Heipte, Ill.; Bill Dell* Club will be Weda11day
Cleaveqer, SturJia; David at 7 p.m. in Room 1 of the SUB.
Ruahiq, Clintou; Jeffrey Hob- Initiatien wiU take place. AU
man, Edward Duvall. Frank- a.nberl an urpd to ateead.
fort: J... wm.tle, Philpot; Tbe speaker will be Mr. Rebert
Frank Moaaaniello, Port Rowan.
Charlotte. Fla.; Gary Nanny,
Beaver Dem.
(Coallaued OD pap U)
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but it's not a cartoonl

will hold a private bic brother
little brother danee tonitht
from 8 p.m. to 12 midoilbt. The
dreaa is casual. Tomorrow the
brotiMn and paeeta will travel
to Uoiwnity of T•arrn a at
Martin to cheer their fourth
ltnlilht victory. They will leave
from the fratemity - - at 5
p.m.
Tbe brothen are proud to
announce that the followiq 20
men are now pledlinl: Steve
Finkle, Hartford, Conn.; BUI
HarrinRton. \vicldifte; DouJlu
Weil, Belleville, Ill.; Mark
Graham, Florissant, Mo.;
Wealey Kyle, Radditt; Jerry
Morna. Hopkinlville; Robert
Hobba. Fancy Farm; Bryon

.... 1IWr . . . 'b!v fovttadon. J..te.: Dlltllr; ~ ~
~ the ....... pledpa, llacaw-. N.J.; ~ Nmer.

JUl Allit K 1J 1•*L Cllwlt
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ll'aAnbnalecl •••

hfv• a

aud little liatera will

picnic at Kentucky Lake. All
are to meet at the bowie at 1

~to
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~
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SHERRY rLB'OOHBR. aopbomore from Princeton, wu cboeeD
as the Pi Kappa Alpha Dream Girl for 1973-74. &berry is an
elementary education and Eqrtsb major.
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Faulty amplifiers

Sound dulls Lobo
•
concert In gym
anything up on the stage, but
try to convey my feelings
Speociul Revie-wer
through music."
LaVoie first started using the
•'I really hope that the
s)'lltem out there isn't as bad OfJ name Lobo when he was recorit sounds in here. The echo z.tf ding in New York. It was
bad enough without any other suggested by some of the
ha.s8els. I've got my backup musicians who were hl~lping
band with me but 1 don 't know him with his fil'llt cut ·--which
later became an inwrnational
if they can save it.... "
--Lobo in an interview hit.
"Me, You, and a Dog Named
prior to MSU concert
Thursday night, Sep · Boo" was based on an actual
dog (Boo) which Lobo had
tember 27, 1973
about the time he thought of
If you were one of the the song idea.
"Anything that you can use
4,000 persons who attended the
Lobo-Goose Creek concert in for a gimmick helps you get
the Fieldhouse laRt week, you start~d when you've never
probably were disappointed in made a record, so I stuck with
the performance given by Kent the name Lobo, which actually
means a timber wolf," he said.
LaVoie.
"I've just started doing
He expressed a disappointment in the sound hook- television, but I know I'm not
up from the first note that going to get spoiled by it
Goose Creek jammed about two because I love doing the midhours before the crowd packed dle-sized cities where I get to be
the floor area and most of the close to the people."
seats in viewing distance of the
Earned eight gold cuta
band platform.
The tall, dark·haired singer
bas eight gold records to his
Describe• hia 1onca
credit in the U.S., France, Italy,
Relaxing in hie dressing South America, Australia, and
room as he strummed a few Canada.
notes on a guitar, he talked
'Td Love You To Want Me"
about himself, "I'm basically a is his only certified million
writer. I do all my own songs seller in the U.S. due to the
and am not that much of a per- popular singer's jump from one
former in front of a crowd."
major record company .to
"All my songs are personal another midway through nse
on the top ten charta.
feelings but like moat writers,
"Don't Expect Me To Be
they're not all from experiences. I never act or Your Friend" is Lobo's
By STEVE W. GIVENS

SEEMINGLY ENJOYING his work, this
fellow expr~c;sed the attitudes of the rest of
Goosecreek Symphony. Their country sound

AFTER THE INTERVIEW, Lobo warms. up
with a little bit of "How Can I Tell Her" in
preparation for the Sept. 27 concert. Lobo's
favorite song of which he gave
the long version during the concert. He listed his most recent
success, "How Can I Tell Her"
as his second most popular
tune. "Anytime I sing that song
(How Can I Tell Her) the
whole audience quiets down
and you can't even hear
anybody breathing. I didn't expect it to have that much effect
on people, but it does," be said.
Knew Jim Croce
The conversation shifted to
the recent death of Jim Croce.
Lobo dropped his head a
moment and then replied, "I'd
met him several times since we
traveled the same concert circuit together, he would be in a
town the week before or vice
versa. Jim was a hell of a nice
guy."

dissatisfaction with the Murray sound system
and the students seemed evident throughout
the concert.

"It was eerie since my band
and I were waiting for Jim's
plane to come in that night in
Louisiana. Some of the people
who perform in his show had
helped us out and we were
going to use them on the road
with us."
He plans to release his latest
cut, "There Ain't No Way"
sometime before Thanksgiving
and a greatest hits album
sometime in the first of next
year.

"It's really hard to say what
I'll do with my style in the
future. If I get my way about it,
I'll do more basic, simple stuff
and stay away from the fancy
notework."
And with a few more closing
remarks, he started getting
ready to leave for Richmond,
Va. where he was scheduled the
next night.

It's a real pity that the
unusually large MSU concert
crowd didn't get to hear Lobo
at his best that September
To return home
night because of the amps. Of
course the real problem is the
In between working on the location--and there's really no
records, he plans to return other place to accomodate
home to St. Petersburg, Fla. enouch people on campus for a
and spend some time with his concert.
Maybe the next one will be
wife and one year old daughter,
better--hopefully.
Marie McKenna.

was the highlight of the first Student
Organization-sponsored concert of the year.

Photography by
A ZANY ACT during one of the Goosecreek numbers entertains
a captive audience.

Steve Fitzgerald and Ray Bowman
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Correction 's Four R 's
explored by Dr. Whitten
Dr.
R obert
Whitten ,
professor of criminology at
Murray State University, spoke
to those attending the United
Campus Ministry Luncheon
this week.
The "Four R'll of Corrections" was the liUbject of Dr.
Whitten's presentation Wednesday.
The "Four R' s " are
retributive punishment, reincarceration, rehabilitation, and
resocialization as explained by
Dr. Whitten.

Dr. Robert Whitten
The first two types of correction!\ are demonstrated by
prisons where the individual
must pay his debt to society.
These corrections were influenced by the Quaker
movement and started with the
system of silence supported in
the prison!! where no inmate
waR allowed to communicate
with .a nother. The main
problem was this mean11 of
correction is that during the
period of imprisonment the inmate becomes more familiar
with every facit of crime.

Two professors
enter road race,
place in top ten

Pubhc Mr\'lee' annount'f'!ftenU of intvnt to
Ihe campui and communi<) will boa~ '"'
che l'Wa Man..c .ntbwt charp. The NEW!!
- - tho- rijlu to rdit c.. amU any In•
formation. but enn· rlrart will be mack 10 prcnt
all .ads of intereol to the campo• and n•m·

Concert to feature Sha Na Na
at Louisville Convention Center
Sha Na Na. a group of twelve
remnants of real, honest to
gosh rock 'n roll, will appear in
concert at Louisville Convention Center on Fri., Oct. 12
at 8 p.m. The concert will be
presented under the auspices of
Bob Bagerls by the University
of Louisville.
The show will probably
mystify those too young to

I'OR 8A I,t: Kocl•k IIIH ln•tamlltl< F.k.. naT
..... •'li.R ('.all n l--16711 .rca 12:30 c• m.

FOR S ALK Hl-a.-.1 Sell,.;,. \"an<lc ~ II'Brul
"""'· .-...11...1 ~nditlfil\. Call 7r.3-131C an~r r.
p.m

JGuntty.

S o advmiimc can bo a<UJ)Iod I~ the Fin
Market t'rom a ~.ntaliv~ ol any hwtnru.
ln(ormalit>n. including nam~. addrand
phoa• numl>H. ahould bo oubmiU.od on lht
Monday bolo"' th<> J'rodD) publ~<:atic>n tlace,
Room I ll, Wilo<>n H•ll .
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lirong•lh• hett•r Writt• lloo• ~ \7.1. ll•rt !loll ur
•·all 7!J3 .:)11~r,

recall the fifties--the trousers
hemmed above the ankle, white
socks, dark glasses, black
leather jackets, gymmers and
penny loafers. But those who
do remember will see that even
the group's manneri!!m!'l are
totally reminis~ent to two
decades past . (Constantly
drooping cigarettes, chomping
gum, and perpetual combing of

FOR SALE
POH •.;;ALl-~
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-NOTICEI would like to Exprets my a ppreciation to
the F r eshme n w ho were concerne d e nou gh to
ge t o ut a nd vote in th e past election for Freshmen officers.
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You Are Welcome When
ou Worship With Us

r

University
Church of Christ
106 North 15th Street

Sunday
Wednesday

•P...... .

*Tonio •••
•Silvio• ..

*Neddo....

9:30a.m. Bible Study
7:00 p.m. Worship

Cast of Gauknet Dinners
•canto. . .

a slicked back crop of greasy
hair. Definitely, the Shas are
the type you'd expect to see on
the corner every night shooting
dice. But on stage, they assume
the precision of the Rockettes.
Their performances aren't just
a mimicry of the fifties -- they
are a recreation of the whole
spirit of the music. If the Shas
can't convince you that rock 'n
roll is here to stay, nobody can!
Tickets to the Sha Na Na
concert are priced at $5 advance, $6 day of show, general
admission. They are on sale
now at Convention Center, 525
W. Walnut, all Vine Records
Shops and the Subway
Boutique. Mail orders are accepted at Convention Center,
525 Walnut, Louisville, Ky.
Send self-addressed. stamped
envelope, no personal checks.
Featured in concert tonight
at Lhe Convention Center are J.
Geils Band, ,Joe Wal'lh and
Barnstorm, and Back Door.
The rorwert will begin at 8 p.m.
with tickets priced at $6.
Ticket..'! may be purchased at
the Convention Center, all Vine
Record Shops and the Subway
Boutique in Louisville; and at
Sound 2000 in Lexington.

10:30 a.m. Worship

Kevin Floyd
President

NEW CAMDEN HWY.
PARIS, TENN.

SERVICES

I.OST- !'!mall •lhrr bro <l'l~t wi lh Alpho
11omma IIotta c,....l C. II 7R7 .liM~

~~~wnt•r •nd 110
7[):1.~:164

FREE
f'RF.E · Thn-r Black and whllr puM•-· rlj!hl
....,b nld . ~ O.nnio Wo;;lu<, %01 N 121h. Apl2

WILL HARYRIT Pridliy and :-lalunf• • niAhiA
fnr $ ~o an h<1ur Call 7"., 112n.

LOST & FOUND

ltu• r•.,lnn· tthnut IWU \lrf't'kill ,IH~U . Cucnf' tu
flt"Yt'"PIIJWr nffit1"" w ult•ruih· Ao~.k rut Uathari\
ll~tltlc·u

Phone 642-6113

--·-----·--

dation. Jim Stoffer (left) and Scott Simpson
(right) are shown here selling the first box to
President Constantine Curris.

THE SIGMA CHI Fraternity began selling
Halloweeen candy last Wednesday with
proceeds going to the National Kidney Foun-

IFLBA MARRETI
RIDES & RIDERS

The second annual Andrew
Jack.qon Marathon Rond Race
wRR held at Jackson, Tenn.
Saturday,
with
several
Murrayans entered in ttie competition.
Dr. Jack Baker of the MSU
physical education department
took a third-place trophy in the
half-marathon in the senior
division, and Pat Prokop, a
MSU senior, received a medal
for seventh place in the open
division of the half-marathon.
Dr. Adam Lanning of the
sociology department took
third place in the marathon,
while the Rev. Martin Mattingly of St. Leo Church
claimed the fourth-place trophy
in the masters division.
A freshman at MSU, Alan
Shaw, Teceived a seventh-place
medal in the open division of
the marathon, and finished
ninth overall.

-~

Another problem with reincarceration il; that. it usually
fails to prepare the individual
to compete with the outside
world aft~r his release.
Regarding rehabilitation, Dr.
Whitten says many feel that
most of the individuals in
prisons have deep-sea ted
problems to light. Dr. Whitten
argues that psychological
problems are not that apparent
in prisons, and that the vast
majority have no more difficulty dealing with society
than those in the free world. He
went on to say that he felt there
are definitely those who do
need psychological service, for
instance, the drug addict,
alcholic, sex offender, and kleptomaniac.
Resocialization, is the area
which Whitten regards as the
most rational and humane
position to take. This program
supports the idea that the offenders had their learning
process, as to what is acceptable and expected in the
society, disrupted. Whitten said
that community correction, instead of institutional correction, would be more • appropriate in altering the
problems of the individual.

Chicken in mushroom wine $bttce.
Shruhp ~no mushrooms tn sherrv sauce.

Chicket"l livers m mushroom wine sauat.

Sttr'rp

arn.t.~f)ina<:h tn Wi~ sauce.

7:00 p.m. Bible Study

........

Old Favorites

eAntiposto •Salads
•Crispy Fn.d Chicken

Entertainment!

every F rida)! apd. Sa turday evening..
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A 'golden' year

By ,JOHN ERARDI

MSU's Gala Golden Anniversary Celebration may
have just ended, but mine has
just begun. And when it comes
to a close, Murray and I will
never be the same again.
Tomorrow is my 21Rt anniversary of being human, but
the festivities begin today.
Rather than spread the seven
significant dates surrounding
my anniversary around an 18month period like State did,
I'm just going to go on a weeklong binge and try to cover
everything in one shot.
I've rented out Old Cutchin
Stadium for a week, so anyone
who considers themselves a
friend of theE--that's me--is invit.ed to come stag or drag
anytim~ beginning at midnight
tonight and climaxing at noon
Thursday.
Here's the scorecard for the
greatest Golden anniversary of
all times:

*

* *

FRIDAY-Today
will
recognize Oct. 5, 1952 as the
first significant date of my
career. Although I had not yet
made the scene in the outside
world, on this day my OLd Man
officially figured that I would
be a boy. In deference to that
and the fact that it was World
Series time once again, those
seven superb days now called
the Famous Fall Classic, Dad
went out and bought me some
miniature bats, a bag of
baseball!; and a New York
Yankee uniform-athletic supporter and all. His favorite
team, the Bronx Bombers, were
battling the Brooklyn Dodgers
in another one of those Spectacular Subway Serie~. so tempers were running high. At
least I figured they were when
the Yankees lost the first game
and Big Daddy jammed my
pacifier with the Yankee insignia on it down my throat.
My old man will be the main
speaker at Cutchin Stadium
tonight, and I will regurgitate
the pacifier I swallowed 21
years ago.

* * *

SATURDAY--Tomorrow will
recognize Oct. 6, 1952 as the
second Kignificant date in my
career. I officially popped into
Pop's life at 9 in the morning,
E.S.T., exactly five hours before

game time. After a little chow,
and a brief rundown on the
rules of baseball, I watched
game number two of the series
with Big Daddy.
I helped him kill a six-pack
and a coupla hot pastrami sandwiches while Yogi Berra and
Mickey Mantle hit homerun&
for the winning Yanks.
Yogi and The Mick will be at
the stadium tomorrow to reenact those historic swings, and
after the game the three of us
will sign autographs and pass
out pastrami and cold brew.

* * *

SUNDAY-The Sabbath will
recognize Oct. 7, 1952 as the
Third Significant date of my
careel'. lt is the day I learned to
walk, my first move being to
run the imaginary bases in the
living room, only to trip over
my mother who was f!erving as
home plate while she knitted
my first baseball glove. My
mother gave me my first whipping with knitting needles, but
I took it in style a la Moose
Skowron, also a Yankee and
my first hero.
My mother will be the main
speaker at Cutchin Stadium on
Sunday with her speech
"Baseball and This Brat
Ruined My Life." She will re·
enact the historic whipping,
only this time using a
Louisville Slugger bat.

* * *

MONDAY--This day will
recognize Oct. 8, 1952 as the
fourth significant dut.e of my
career. Having watched Billy
Martin, another Yankee. wipe
out an umpire with a ~eries of
lefts and rights to the jaw in a
winning cause, I tried the same
tactic on my mot her and it
worked. Being that I heard
Martin use some colorful
Language in the process, I
decided I finally had something
worth saying, and I verbally
abused Big Mama--my first ef.
fort at talking. Unfortunately, 1
got carried away somehow, and
my older sister got the honor of
giving the first change, so, I
rewarded Joanne with my frrst
musical recording of "Light My
Fire", instrumental in my
being named "Child Prodigy of
the Year" by Parents'
Magazine.
My sister will re-enact that

first change on a baby likeness
of me Monday at the stadium,
while "Light My Fire" wails
over the public address system.

* * *

TUESDAY--This day will
recognize Oct. 9, 1952 as the
fifth significant date of my
career. It was the first f1Bticuffs
I ever bad with my father and
because I
lost I
was
skyrocketed along the rapid
road to maturity. With the
Yankee game tied at 1-1 going
into extra innings, I threw my
first baseball through the TV
screen. Big Daddy pistol whipped me with a piece of !!&lami
and I was readmitted to the
hospital in which I was born.
The same doctor who delivered
me performed the first surgery
to remove the chunks of salami
from my brain.
It was during this time that I
earned my nickname, "The
Italian Stallion", and the
nurse who cared for me during
my recovery period will tell
why at Cutchin Stadium on
Tuesday night.

* * *

WEDNESDAY-This day will
recognize Oct. 10, 1952 as the
sixth significant date of my
career. For on this day, my first
brother was born, and not to be
outdone, he walked, t.alked,
outdrank and out ate me, threw
a baseball and the red-headed
son-of-a-gun earned the
nickname "The lri"h Stallion"
all in the same day. However, I
learned from thll Old Man how
to handle a stick of salami

* * *

"They do not Love
that do not show their- love."
William Sbalttsptarc

Choose Keepsake
with complete confidence,
because the famous
Keepsake Guarantee
assures a perfect
engagement diamond
of precise cut and
superb color. There is
no flner diamond ring.

T·M Re11. A. H. Pond Co.

--

thousands of topics
$2.75 per page

11941'Wilshire Blvd., Suite #2
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for research assistance onlynot as a finished product for academic credit.

--

-------------,

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMt:NT AND WEDDING

Send ne• 20 Pll· booklet, "Plannlna Your Enaaaement and Woddlna" plw
full color folder and .. PI· Bride's Boot aUt o!Ycr all for only 25~.
F·73

Nation's most extensive library of research material

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

* * *

Just as my first week of life
was a binge and ended on a
drunk, so will this great golden
anniversary in Murray be a
binge and end on a drunk. For
on this day, I will be legally
permitted to take my first
public drink. In honor of it,
Calloway County is goin ''wet",
and it could be the start of
some more golden years ahead
for the both of us.

THUR.c:;DAY--Thls day will
recognize Oct. 11, 1952 as the
seventh significant date of my
21-year career. On this day, the
Yankees won the World championship beating the Dodgers 32, and the whole Erardi clan

RESEARCH
SEND FOR YOUR UP-TO-DATE,
144-PAGE, MAlL-ORDER
CATALOG. ENCLOSE $1 .00
TO COVER POSTAGE

went out and got loaded--my
first drunk and subsequently
my frrst hangover.

before Greg did, and it
definitely aided me when I
gave his his first beating.
My bro and I will dress as
gladiators with garlic balls
strung from our necks and fight
until the death Wednesday at
the stadium. Greg always did
want a rematch.

Nem•---------------------------------------•,....~•

Let's make
a trade
Your old dtamond for a lull·
urious, new Keepsake dia·
mond ring We have a spark·
hng array to choose fromall fully guaranteed!

FUR CHES
JEWELR Y
113 S. Fourth
Murtay, Ky.

Addren-----------------------------------Citv------------~Co·-----------

Stet•------------------------Lip _ _ _ __

---------------------------KEEPSAKJ; DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N.Y. 13201

GO RACERS!
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KAPPA DELTA
Officers for the Mu pledge
class of Delta Iota chapter have
been elected. They are; Regina
Lovett, Murray, president; Deb
Dunston, Dyersburg, Tenn.,
vice-president; Holly Cloar,
Cincinnati, secretary; Cindy
Ernst, Owensboro, treasurer;
Betty Veatch, Clinton ,
scholarship; Joy Fanning, Winchester, parlimentarian; Sandy
Grof , Louivsille, social chairman ; Norma Turnipseed ,

Bowl ing Green, chapl ain;
Robin Allen, Grand Rivera, activities and social ser vice;
Rachael
B~ar,
Murray,
panhellenic; M imi Be ll,
Jackson, Tenn., Karen Kane,
Salem, Ill., panhellenic; Debi
Shine1'8, Murray, song leade1'8

BAPTIST STUDE NT
UNION

representation from any Kentucky college. This year's convention theme will be "Living
the Good News." The BSUers
will leave Murray on Friday,
Oct. 12, and will return the
following Sunday a fternoon.
Anyone interested in attending
call 753-5771.

ALPHA LAMBDA DE LTA

The Baptist Student Union is
preparing to go to Louisville for
the statewide BSU convention.
Last year over 100 Murray
students went to the convention
which gave it the largest

All sophomore girls who
made a 3.5 or above last spring
semester are eligible for membership into Alpha Lambda
Delta. Anvone interested in
becoming ·a member should

Literature honor society
to reorganize old chapter
An organizational meeting of
Lambda Iota. an inter national
honor society for literature
majors and minors of any
lan~a~te, was held on Oct. 2.
The
Murray
chapter
previously on campus lapsed
after four inactive years and
must be rechartered. Lambda
Iota Tau is the only literature
honor society which is a member of t he Association of
College Honorary Societies.
Persons desiring to join may
secure applications from the
d e pa rtme ntal s ecr etary of
either the E nglish or language
depa rtment. These must be
completed a nd returned to the
department before Oct. 10.
The purpose of the society,
directly from the constitut ion,

"shall be the recognition and
promotion of excellence in the
study of literature."
To be eligible, a candidate
must be in at least his fifth
semester (graduate students
are eligible, too), have completed 12 semester hours in
literature and language courses, be in the top 35 per cent of
his class, and have a 3.00
average in his literature
classes.
Initiatio n requires the
preparat ion and presentation of
a brief paper of a scholarly,
critical or creative nature. Dr.
Ronald Cella said that this
should not prevent Rtudtmts
from seeking membership. He
said the paper chosen as best
paper of tht• year in 1967 was

contact Dean Tate's office in
the Administration" Bldg.
There will be a meeting of active members on Oct. 16 in the
SUB at 7:30 p.m.

T AU P HI LAMBDA
We are proud of our sister,
Patti Harrod, Frankfort for
being chosen this year's Sigma
Pi
Sweetheart .
Congratulations, sis.

ALPHA OMICRON P I
Two new pledges. of Alpha
Omicron Pi, Kim Boren ,
Paducah and Gina Creason,
Benton were installed last
Tuesday.
The Delta Omega's collected
a little over $500 for the
National Arthritis Foundation
during a roadblock last
weekend.

no better than many term
papers he has read as an
English teacher at Murray.
The initiation fee is $12, and
there are annual dues.

ALPHA KAPPA PS I
Eta Iota Chapter will hoet
chapter11 from Austin Peay,
University of Tennessee at
Martin, and Western for Founders Day eelebration Sunday.

SIGMA NU
The brothers of Sigma Nu
wish to announce the members
of the fa ll pledge class.
T he members of K appa
pledge class are: Bill Bachusa
and Gary Spiceland, Paducah;
Dan Brown, Wilmington, Del.;
Ralph Egbert, Princeton; Bruce
Haas and Rick Hall, Chicago;
Glen Petersen, Elizabethtown;
Gabe Purdy, Dawson Springs;
and Tom Scillian, Hopkinsville.
Also, special thanks go out to
the White Rose of S igma Nu for
the excellent decorating at the
pig roast last Saturday.

EVELYN'S

BEAUTY SALON

Cen t ral S h opping Cen ter

lt'sHBAVY
Entertainment!

Operators:
Susan Belcher
Laurie To bey
Rosemary Kondratko
Evelyn Tucker

Call for appointment

...from the makers of

753-2511

"Fritz The Cat"
Starts W ed.-Capri
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Harlow styles '.In ' again

Forties fashions revived
By NANCY KELLY
Aut. Feature Editor

"Ain't nobody's business if I
do. . .," these words are a
familiar refrain to the ears of
Billie Holiday fans . And the
words are also an appropriate
motto for the wearers of the
Billie Holiday and Jean
Harlow fashions that are
currently flou r ishing in the
fashion world.
Taking a look around cam·
pus, one would be surprised at
the similarity in dress. Walking
to class, one is apt to be met by
several would-be Harlows and
imitation Holidays. The hair
even gets into the act with the
return of the page-boy and the
Dorothy Lamour styled curls
on the side of the bead ac·
cented by a flower.
In order to be fashionable
today, one must include some
of all or several of one of the
following : baggie pants, platform shoes; halter tops; hot
pants; and tailored suits. All
styles worn by our mothers
some 20 or 30 odd years ago.
Bette Midler, a well-known
singer, usually wears clothes of
the style fashionable in the
1960's. And The Pointer
Si11ters, a relatively new group,
wear styles of the 1940's that
are a trademark for them.
Their dress is one of the thing!!
that set them apart from other
female vocalists.

The return of the plea ted jer·
sey and spectator pumps, (black
and white or brown an d white
heels), bring back the days of
old for the over 30 generation.
Halters are one of the most
popular products of the past.
This past summer bas seen
many bare midriffs. One of the
more popular style of pants
worn with the halter is the
baggies. These loose-legged
pants with cuffs were originally
worn in the 40's also. Most
men's suits featured baggie
styled pants and some of the
women's pants were also cuffed
in the forties.
The "old" ruffled bib a pron
worn in the 40's is the
background for some of today's
smocks. The ruffled sleeves and
sash in back give the wearer a
"little-girl" look.
One of the more popular
forty-ish items is the look of the
tailored suit. The skirt ia
usually A-line, while the jacket
is short sleeved with wide
lapels. Today's new fabrics,
such as acrylics, polyester and
cotton blends, help soften the
"mannish' ' look of the suits
worn in the forties. The padded
"football,"
s h oulder
is
modified making the wearer
appear more feminine.
Another popular returnee is
the "simple " or businesslike
dress. The long-sleeved, belted
dresses with rounded collars
bring to mind the days of "Our
Mrs. Brooks" where Eve Arden

was usually seen wearing a
full-skirted plain dress. Of
course, the dresses of today are
brightened by the large array of
colors not popu lar in the 40's
and 50's.
A craze th at's been around a
few years now is the hot pants.
Only this past summer brought
many with an added cuff,
sometimes termed city shorts.
These, worn along with platform shoes, combine to give a
total look of the forties. The
reappearance of platform Rhoes,
a trademark of the late Jean
Harlow, is a fad that has
become so popular that shoe
ma nufacturers keep mak ing the
platforms higher and more
varied each year. The fact that
some of the shoes are
somewhat difficult to walk in
until the wearer adjusts,
doesn't offset its popularity.
Many of today's dresses
wouldn't look quite right
without the added effect of the
platform shoe. Not to be out·
done, the men have gotten into
the swing of things with the
platform shoe. Some appear so
tall that they have a stilted
look.
When Diana Ross starred in
"Lady Sings the Blues," little
d id she know she would in·
fluence t he music, fashion, and
make-up wor lds so much.
Mwsic and makeup of the forties returned along with clothes
of the forties.

Photo by

Steph~n

Fitzgerald

DAVID BUCKINGHAM a '72 graduate of Murray is outfitted
in some of the latest contributions for men.

SONY. Ask anyone.

•

CHUCK'S MUS IC CENTER

•
•

Wednesday October 10
7:30p.m.

Lovett Auditorium

Photo by Stephen Fitzgerald

JAN PURDOM , a freshman from Murray i.s
seen here in some of the latest designs. The

fashions she is looking at in the magazine,
may be viewed in magazines of 1940 as very
similar.

Need a New Muffler?
Brake Work?
See
Shocks?
Air Conditioning?

Usl

Mur r ay Mu ffler features the fast est muffle r inst a lla tion in
this area. Dua l exhaust, h e ade r syst e m s
and cu s tom exh a u st a long with b rak ework
shock s a nd air conditiomng ser vice round
out their services.

Woodstoc

MURRAY M~ SERVJ_cE'

It highlights such music artists as J oe
Cocker; Crosby,Stills and Nash; Jimmi
Hendrix; and Sha-na -na.
Woodstock ...one of th e major
cultural events of our t ime!

Guaranteed Mufflers at Economy Prices!
7th & Maple St.
Phone 753-9999

-7t::..,J_
Sponsored by ~

Free Pick-up and Delivery

Movie Committee,
MSU Student Government
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Graduate of Murray
writes 'million sellers'
By ERNEST R. VAUGH N

Editor's Note: A Murray State
University graduate (B.S.,
1963; M .A. in Ed., 1966), Ernest R. Vaughn i8 a staff writer
at The Meuenger in
Madi8onville. He and Harvey
were classmates, and appeared
together in ''Campus Lights of

are just like him: happy and
boisterous,
said
and
sophisticated, hip and straight,
shy or looking-you-in-the-eye
and making you listen."
When Harvey struck out for
Nashville to join thouands of
other wo~ld-be songwriters, it
was Wheeler who took him under his wing and guided him
along the way to success.

1963. ")

Helen Rerldy's recording of
"Delta Dawn" has been on
Billboard magazine' s "Hot
100" list for 15 weeks (for the
week ending Sept. 29).
Certified by the Records Indusli)' Association of America
as a "million seller," Ms.
Reddy has a Murray State
University graduate-Alex Harvey-to thank for the song's success.
Written bv Harvey (and
Larry Collins), the song has hit
different positions on the chart,
but it ha~ been there for a long
time.

Willed Himself

But Wheeler is quick to say
that he did not make a
songwriter out of Harvey
because his songs did not just
flow from his pen but rather he
"busted rocks in his soul for
them. He hu!>tled ideas, words
about, he sweated years,
despaired, ached, grew,
matured, worked, worked,
grew."
That is why, Wheeler said,
that he loves him as he never
could classical composers. " He
worked and willed himself into
a songwriter," Wheeler said.

" Reuben James"
Harvey's other million-seller
was "Reuben James" (written
with Barry Etris) recorded by
Kenny Rogers and The First
Edition.
In addition to writing songs
recorded by top-name singers
and groups, Harvey already has
three albums to his credit-"Alex Harvey,'' "Souvenirs,"
and his latest, "True Love."
Billboard magazine, in a
review for the magazine's "Top
Album Picks" Aug. 4 said:
"Fine folksY. rock effort from
exceptionally talented singersongwriter. Best cuts: "M akin'
Music for the money," "The
Song That J ust Kept on
Playin.' '

P ersona lity In Songs

Gr a dua ted Murray
A native of Brownsville,
Tenn., Harvey received his
bachelor's and master's degree

in music at Murray State
University, where he was active
in music activities. Before going
Nashville to pursue a
I to
professional music career, Harvey taugh music at Reidland
High School.
It is a long way from Brownsville to recording studios in
Nashville and Los Angeles, but
Harvey has made it now.
One only to listen to his
words to know his life.

Alex Harvey re ceived his d egree in Music at Murray
..he has two gold records a nd three a lbums to his credit.

Serving ~11 your music needs ...

crf§
Check wit h us first.

Juanita 's Flowers,
Inc.

TV's
Records-Topes
Components
Sheet Music
Guitars
Tape Recorders
Electric Pianos
Bonios

J ~ B Music Center

917 Coldwater Rd.
753-3880

Dixieland Center

Chestnu r Street

Billy Edd Wheeler, with
whom Harvey acted in "Stars
In My Crown'' at Ken lake Am.
phltheater, said, "Alex's songs

Women:
Don't just be
looked at.
Be looked up to.

Pagllal's Pizza

The Air Force offe~ today's
college graduate a rul chance to
make your degree pay off.Min
~alary, opportunity, and respect.
The Air Force's Offker Training
School is a 12-week courl!tl that
pUk'l vour education and ability
to work as a WAJ.' officer. It' s
your best chan!'c for a new I ife.
For informution see SKt.
KleE-man located in the Student
Union Bldg. each Wednesday
from 10:00 A.M . until 2:00 P.M.
or you may reach him by calling
442·2426
(COLLEC1'l
in
Paducah.
l'rlh t;t an•J f\,, ..dwaY

FREE FAST HOT DELIVERY

S•ndwlohea
•Home of the Bottoml••• Coke"
610 Main Street
PHONE 753-2975

l••d~A,•h IWntt.al"k ~ 4f011l

It you enjoyed

"Fritz The Cat"
wait 'till you're caught in ...

Match theM number• with the number on your Pagllal'a Menu
dlatrlbuted during reglatratlon to win your tr• meal:
No. 1348
No. 1719

No. 2364
No. 2782

No. 3610
No. 3814

No. 4530
No. 4916

No. 5796
No. 5227

Last Week's Lucky Number Winners Were Dave and Brooke Bradford

STUDENTS NAY TAKE a llOUP te.t at the CouDMlint and
Teetinc Center in Ordway Hall. Tbe testa are U.trumental in
helping the students realize just what it ia they need. For those
who feel uneaaey in a group, teats may be taken independently.
The testa reveal ability, aptitude, interesta, and personality of
the student.
Mrs. Sondra Ford and Mr. Scott Pricer are the counselors at
the center. They try to help the students in every way po88ible.
Without tests or any information, they may help by simply
showing the student
are interested.

Photo by Ray Bowman

Counseling center expands
to offer ears, career help
By LINDA MURPHY
Feature Editor

Words like "counseling" and
"testing" have connotations
that immediately turn people
away. Reactions may be, "Oh,
I'm tested every week.
sometimes two or three times a
week, with my classes." Or, "I
get all the counseling I need
right at home."
That is a drawback with connotations, but it certainly is
better to stick to old words,
rather than create new ones,
and confuse people more;
maybe that is why they did it
that way.
They--Drs. Ben Humphreys
and Hogancamp, Mr. Scott
Pricer, Mrs. Sondra Ford, and
Miss Marcia Simmons are administrators, counselors, and
receptionist, respectively, at the
MSU Counseling Center,
located in the east wing of Ordway Hall.
Study S h ows Need

Undoubtedly, students were
pleaaed to see the Student
Union Bldg. expand and include the comfortable, brightly
decorated lobby of Ordway
Hall. But, what's with the
counseling center? Well, that's
for you too--and it came only
after five yean of atudy that indicated that the students of
Murray needed an operation as
such.
Dr. Humphreys, now acting
director of the center aays that
back in 196t and '70 there was
a student coun.eliag oommittee

appointed by the President. It
had 30 members, representing
the different schools and each
department. The committee
dealt with grading, advtsing
and
putting
out
new
catalogues. In 1970 they recommended there be a multifascited committee and they
started a project called,
"Operation Second Chance."
The program allowed 108
freshmen who were dropped for
academic reasons to return.
Out of the 108, 54 were ac·
cepted a~r counseling.
Secondly, 430 who failed
were brought in and given a
questionaire. In trying to find
out why these students failed,
they realized the major
problems lay in: 1) study
habits; 2) personal factors and
3) major areas.
The feelinp for a need to
have a center came from data
and feedback that the students
gave the committee, who sorted
and analyzed it. A recommendation was made two years
ago to the President by the
University Counselina Committee, that a center be started
with two full-time staff mem·
hers.
Reaovatioa At Ordway
It was decided last year to
renovate Ordway Hall for
student use. Dr. Hogancamp
and Dr. Reed suueated that
Ordway hou.e the testing center too, mainly for the location
which is euily acceuible to
8tudenta. Dr. Humphreys says
when they came up with the
money and renovation was underway, they began to look for

a staff. The center follows
national guidelines and standards. Dr. Humphreys adds,
"Almost every &chool in the
country offers a counseling center for the students, even junior
colleges." About 90 per cent of
the average men and women
need some help."
The word "average" is
stressed in the counseling and
testing center because students
may feel that they must have
an abnormal or very extreme
problem to be considered in the
center. This is not the case. The
center is for the average
student with doubts about himself, area of study or any
problem that is gettins him
down.
Intereetecl CoWleelon
Mr. Pricer and Mn. Ford,
counselora at the center, speak
of the tests that are given,
either individually or in a
group, as being merely "instrumenta''. The tests have no
right or wrong answers; they
aren't graded. Simply pointing
out the interests, personality,
academic and vocational
abilities of the student, the
teats show their atrong areas
and weak areas. They enable
the counaelor to advise and
sugest po88ible remedial steps
for the student to take.
Mrs. Ford aaya, ''If by the
test we see the lltudent is in the
wrong major, we tell him." Mr.
Price adds, "A lot of times
studenta come and pick a major
field because a friend was in it
or their parenta auggested it
and really it's not for them."
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The center works with the various parts of the country
other agencies on and off cam- will be available there. They
pus. If testing shows a need for are in the process of gathering
the person to visit the speech this information.
and reading clinics, or health
Dr. Humphreys points out,
services, then they will be "The center just started set-up
referred there.
in May and it has a long way to
Counseling, testins. in- go, but it is a move in the right
formation and referrals, are the direction for services to the
main objectives of the center. student."
Mr. Price says, "We've had
Besides adding to the staff, the
center will have an information about 100 students come with
room. In this room will be files academic problems, we help
containing information on them overcome it and get them
anything a student may want to on their feet." "Sometimes all
know about job fields. Job it takes is to know someone is
qualifications,
experience intereatd. We try to emphasize
salary, location and teaching and show them we are incertification requirement& in terested.''
. .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -...
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Gold record winner appears in Murray

Lobo's lifestyle reflects 'lone wolf'
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Special Writer
He was lying on one of the
many seaL., which lined the
dark and hollow Fieldhouse
and staring up at its many rafters where basketball glory
pennants of bygone days' honor
hung limply.
The figure was dressed
casually--almost to the point of
being sloppy--with a long
sleeved orange, tan and black
plaid shirt unbuttoned to the
waist. With a pair of brown
jeans, no belt, and brown
loafers with medium heels,
Kent LaVoie looked like just
another stage hand.
Unless you recognized the
profile of eight time gold record
winner Lobo from his many
album covers--that is.
·
It was one of the many stops
for the tall singer which would
take him to many middle-si1.ed
cities, hundreds of miles from
hi!'l native Florida.
''I never do work the big
cities," he said, "all the people
there are spoiled and expect too
much from one performer.
Whenever I do a show it's just
for whatever the mood of the
crowd is, but I never do
anything to just try to get a
response.''
Not An Actor
"I'm not acting whenever
I'm singing." he added,
"whatever I sing are my ideat1
that I've put to music."
Lobo first appeared on the
United States top ten charts
with "Me, You, and a Dog
Named Boo" which was
rleased in the summer of 1971.
"The 800g was an international
hit months after it made it big
here in the States." he
remarked, ''I was in
Japan
the next year and it was number one there. I think I was
more surpriaed than anyone to
hear it being played."
It was nearing the time for
him to appear for his performance as he began searching
for something to wear in a
larp trunk.
He interrupted the hunt long
enou
to walk out of the

dressing room to a side door
and look at the lines which formed outside of the Fieldhouse
long before the scheduled 8
p.m. starting time. Someone
within seeing distance gasped
when they recognized the figure
in the light, "It's him, its
Lobo!''
He finished putting the final
touches to his stage outfit: purple body shirt, white slacks,
brown-tan design belt, brown
boota, and a medallion around
the neck. Hia dark brown hair,
which had juat a tint of red was
trimmed evenly on the aides
and reached the back of his
rieck as he brushed a lock back
off his forehead.
"It's alwaya a new experience
whenever you go out and face
an audience," be said as he
started for the band platform.
"Well, see you later---and
thanks for talking."
And then be walked out into
the colored lichta. . . . . . . ..

KENT LA VOlE, also known as Lobo, was the featured artist •
at the frrst Student Organization sponsored concert of the year.
Among the 'selections he sang were, "I'd Love You to Want
Me", "Simple Man", "Me, You, and a Dog Named Boo", and
"How Can I Tell Her". Lobo likes to think of himself as a
writer fmt, and a singer second. He writes his own songs and
gets his ideas from some personal experiences. His songs include many of his own emotions and reactions to various ex·
periences.

MORE SPICE •••
from the makers of

" Fritz The C.t''

The band pictured here is the band he uses when
recordin&". LaVoie will appear on television in England, France,
and Italy.
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Special on Tapes
Blank Tapes For Recording
8 - Track, 80 minutes each
2 for $2.99

-

Cassettes

60, 90, 120 minute recording time

MARANATHA
STUDENT
CENTER
Located 12th and Olive

Reel to Reel
600 FF R ole
$100 each

8 - Track Pre-recorded Tapes
$1.99 each, others 2 for $5.00

24 HOUR HOTLINE
753-6666
Jes us teaching: 7:30 Weds.

Fellowship night: 7:30 Fri.

•••••••

MIDNITE SP ECIAL
Fri. Nite
12:00 - 1:00 a.m.

JESUS ROCK SHOW
Sat. Nite
12:00 - 1:00 a.m.

Pre-recorded Cassettes
$2.89 each
Come in. browse around see our
large .election of TV's and Stereo's
We Service Most TV's and Stereo's

T .V. Service Center
Central Shopping Center

753-5865
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Insufficient gas supplies
may deter heating · Bickel
The fuel shorgage may affect
Murray State students this
year. Orrin Bickel, director of
the physical plant, said the
University was able to purchase
at high prices, a quantity of
natural gas large enough to
backlog the Central Heating
Plant the the Roy Stewart
Stadium for a period of six

weeks to two months of average
fall weather.
There is no indication now
that there will be J!Ufficient
gas supplies to be bought at a
later date.
Many buildings on campus
are served by local companies,
and will be treated just as the
local residential' areas are, "

Historical Symposium
scheduled for Oct. 25
The MSU history department
has annoum:ed the schedule for
it's American Revolution
Bicentennial Symposium. It
will begin Thursday, Oct. 25 in
the
University
School
Auditorium .
Registration
begins at 8;30 a.m., and the
program will wind up Friday at
noon.
This symposium, entitled
"Lexington to Yorktown: The
Long Struggle", is the third in
a serie.q of eight to be held. Dr.
Roy 0. Hatton iA in charge of
arrangements.
The program for the symposium deals with the life of
the military during the
Revolution. Speakers for the
sessions will be Brigadier
General James L. Collins, Jr.,
Chief of Military History,
Department of' the Army,
honorary chairman; Don
Higginbotham, professor of

c

Housing office
announces fees
Refrigerator fees of $5 should
be paid this week at the
Housing Office at Hart Hall.
This additional utility cost is
used to cover pest control services extended once a month in
every dorm.
Students who are not
satisfied with dormitory
placement should contact
Robert Mobley, housing director, and every effort will be
made to help students find different living quarters.
Lounges in Springer and
Clark Hall are l'ltill in the
process of bt>ing completed
both, both will be open for
student use thi~ week.

history, University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill, chairman; and Hugh F. Rankin,
Tulane University.
Other speakers are Ira D.
Gruber. Rice University; Mary
Beth Norton, Cornell University; and Constantine Curris,
president, Murray State
University.
On Thursday night a banquet
will be held in the SUB
Ballroom. It is open to the
public. Also, displays of
Revolutionary fir earms and
books will be in the University
School Auditorium on Thursday.

I

I

Calendar of event$

TODAY
should any problem shortages
Movie: "Dusty and Sweet McGee," 7:30 p.m., University School
arise.
·
The stadium is being Auditorium.
changed from gas to an electric
boiler, but the completion date
SATUR~A Y.• OCT. 8
.
has been ' moved from the first
Murray State- Racers va. Umverstty of Tennessee at Martm, 7:30
of December to a short time •·p.m7
'
•
.
1
1 Murray State r basel>all Thoro~ght;K"ds vs. Austm Peay at
later.
. ·
No decisions ' have been Clarksville,ITenn. Two games beganmng at 1 p.m.
. .
reached on ' the possibility~ of
Murray!lState cross countryl track vs. Western Ilhnms at
lowering building temperatures Macomb, Ill. Five miles, lla.m.
by a few degrees, or other efMONDAY,"OCT. 8
forts to conserve fuel. Bickel
Last
day
to
drop
a
course without a grade.
made it clear that the University would prefer not. to enforce
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 10
&-uch measure, and there was no
Student Government meeting, 6 p.m. Room 4 of SUB.
evidence that it would have to.
Inter-Fraternity-Council meeting, 6:30 p.m., Room 2 of SUB.
Bickel pointed out that last
year the University had cut
FRIDAY, OCT. 12
temperatures and power
First
District
Education
Association Meeting, school is recessed
in unused buildings, and if such
measures are required this all day.
year, they would be on the
same order but for an extended
period of time.

Black Advisory Council named
No Black Student Unjon
exists at the pre11ent time at
Murray State. Walter Bumphus, adviser to minority
groups, said that is why he has
appointed a Black Advisory
Council.
The council has 20 members,

SHIELD'S quarters moved
to east end of Wilson Hall

with no chairman, and will
serve only as an advisory body
to Bumphus' office. To keep
Bumphus awa1e of the needs
and desires of the black
students, numbering nearly
300, on campus, the council
will meet weekly with him. '
All segments of the black
population on campus are to be
represented on the council.
Members were chosen on the
basis of their participation in
athletics, sororities, fraternities, and as prominent
leaders.
Members of the Black Advisory Council are: Oscar
Brewer, Don Owens and
Theresa Shelby, Hopkinsville;
Samuel Townsend a nd Tommy
Turner, St. Louis, Mo.; AilHn
Bumphus, Lacy Hardison.
Charliese Jenkina, Larry
King and David Logan,
Louisville: Sam Tandv and

Malcolm Walker, Owensboro;
Cheryl Butcher and Michael
Lowry, Madisonville.
Yolanda Brewster and Jesse
Williams, Chicago, Ill.;
Dorothy Westbrook, Hickman;
Henry Kinsey, New York, N.Y.
Thomas Deboe, Phillipa
Glore, and Joe Jones, Paducah;
and Dorothy Hariford, Murray.

Ready or not •••
Here It comes!

The 50th volume of the vear's book, aairl Frank Fazi,
SHIELD, Murray State's year- ~dvisor to the SHIELD. The
book, will be turned out from a annual will attempt to capture
new office located in the east pictures of administrators as
end of Wilson Hall.
they pursue their normal hobThe new office ia more
spacious than the old one bies durin~( leisure time. Color
which was located in Wrather portioDJI will be about the same
Hall. Renovation planned for as the 1972-73 issue, and the
•..from the makers of
Wrather Hall is to create a
over-all book will be about 400
"Fritz The Cat"
computeT center.
pages.
Starts
W cd.-Ca ri
Vibrant orange carpeting is
sported by the main office used
for staff meetings in the new
location. A second room consitutes an information, storage
and work area, while a third
HOME OFFICE - BIRMINGHAM , ALABAMA
quarters the dark room, com plete with a new sink for the
use of the two staff
photographers.
Retiring and incoming
presidents, the first volume of
the SHIELD (put out in 1923),
and the new stadium will
probably be featured in this

PROTECTIVE LIFE ®
INSURANCE COMPANY

OLD LINE -LEGAL RESERVE
SINCE 1907

SPECLAL

*
*
Ground Sirloin,..............., 1_.'
MONDAY thru THURSDAY

Rib Eye Steak····..-·········$1 1 '
Fish Dinner-···· ····-·~··········s1 At

* Fri., Sot•. a Sunday Spaclot *
T·BONE STEAK

S 59

.

.....

Mike Smit h

George
Sales Re presen t at ives

George and Mike invite all senior men who are within twelve months
of their graduation and graduate students, to examine the outstanding
benefits which are available to them through the
COLLEGE PROTECTOR
•

Carry-Out call •• . 7 53·" 19

GRECIAN STEAK
HOUSE Murray, Ky.

Hwy 641

BASIC POLICY GIVES FULL COVERAGE WHILE
IN MiliTARY SERVICE

•

NO WAR EXCLUSION CLAUSE ON BASIC POLICY

•

FULl AVIATION COVERAGE ON BASIC POLICY

•

~~l~~S ~~~~~EMAY BE DEFERRED UNTIL

•

BECOMES COMPLETELY PAID UP AT AGE 65

• High Cash Values for Retirement;
•Complete Family Protection

Call for appointment or just st <?P by t o visit.
711 Main, White House Office Bid .Ph. 753-0376
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IOne Man's Opinion I
By DAVE CURTI S
Student Orranization President

David L. Curtis
It has been approximately
three weeks since Dr. Curris
took office. Now, after the perfunctory and neces.~ary round
of greetings, he is beginning to
grapple with some of the
problems that Murray State
faces.
One of the major problems is
that of financial continuation
of the operation of the University. I'm not saying that the
legislature is going to deny any
appropriation to Murray. I will
say that if Murray's next biennial budget is a continuation
budget with a 5 or 5.5 percent
1\Uowance for increased costs,

we may consider ourselves as
coming out of a cage of lions
unscathed.
What reasons do I have for
the.'!e dire prediction!!?
The University of Louisville,
with its Medical and Law
Schools along with the undergraduate and graduate
programs, is making the transition to a state-supported institution. It has been rumored
that U of L may ask for as
much as an $80-million increase in state appropriations!
Now, even if the actual figure
requested is lower than this
astronomical sum, the fact
remains that there will be a
substantial state appropriation
to Louisville that hasn't been
made before. With the political
clout that is held in the
Louisville area, it is rather certain that their request for funding will have particular attention paid to it.
Combine University of
Louisville's entrance into state
public higher education with
the expected increase of
requests by the University of
Kentucky in the neighborhood
of $18 million, along with a
general declining student
enrollment and the outlook for
appropriation requests by the
regional universities becomes
grim.
In the particular situation
which exists at Murray, there
must be a long hard look taken
at where the University is spending money and what areas
inevitably must be cut back.

The enrollment figures for
the fall are virtually the same
aalastyear(fall 1972-7,257, fall
1973-7,239). The state appropriations that Murray
receives are based, to an extent,
on fulltime enrollment. The
distressing note is t hat our
fulltime enrollment is down approXimately 100 which means
that the full-time equivalent
count going into the 1974
General Assembly will be less.
Also, tuition fees that are included in the budget would
have been less except for the
fact
that
out-of-state
enrollment is up.
These are just a few of the
problems with which Dr. Curris
must deal in the are of University finance11 . However, Dr.
Curris, in the presentation of
the Murr ay State budget
request, will undoubtedly be
questioned as to why a university with one of the highest per
student allotments in the state
and the lowest student-faculty
ratio is about to enter a period
of financial difficulty.
This question can only be answered by a close assessment of
present University committment.~ and a decision on
where priorities should be
placed.
T he task before Dr. Curris is
not a pleasant one. And, if the
saying "you can't please
everybody" is true, there will
undoubtedly be a lot of grumbling when people don't receive
what they fee l is their fair
t:~hare of the University budget

I

WKMS 91.3 FM

TODAY
1 p.m. Radio Finland Series
6 p.m. Options
7:30 p.m. Cleveland Orchestra Pops and Fe!ltival Con1
cert : Beethoven, Brah m s,
Haydn, Bruch and Respighi
SATU RDAY, OCT. 8
7:30 p.m. Racer football with
University of Tennessee at
Martin
10 p.m. Close to you
11 P.m. Wolfman Jack
SUNDAY, OCT. 7
1 p.m. Earplay
2:30 p.m. Concert of the
week: Beethoven and Bartok
7 p.m. Ford Hall Forum:
" Watergate ; A National
Catharsis," Carl Bernstein and
Robert
Woodward,
Washington Post reporter!!.
MONDAY, OCT. 8
2 p.m. Overseas Mission
7 p.m. From the Record
Library
8:45 p.m. Sigma Alpha Iota

TUESDAY, OCT. 9
9 a.m. Watergate Hearings,
morning session
1 p.m. Watergate Hearings,
afternoon session
5:30 p.m. Grammy Treasure
Chest
7 p.m. The Age of Telemann
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 10
9 a.m. Watergate Hearings,

morning session
12:30 p.m. Powerline
1 p.m. Watergate Hearings,
afternoon session
8:30 p.m. Phi Mu Alpha
T HURSDAY, OCT. 11
9 a.m. Watergate Hearings,
morning session
1 p.m. Watergate HearingR.
afternoon session
6 p.m. CBC MaH!Iey Lectures
7:30p.m. Murray City Council meeting
Broadcasting Mon-Sat. 10
a.m. to Midnight
Sun: 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.

~***************

.

~

!
t

*

SIGMA CHI
DERBYDAY

:
:

**
Oct. 20
**
~
*
~
*
..................
~
~
~
~

DRESS UP
YOUR WARDROBE
WfTH SANITONE
FASHION

PRIZES
Nothfng d resses up your seasonal
wardrobe like having It revrtalfzed
by our Sanitone drycleaning. And
now, l or a limited tome, Sanitone Is
goving away over 100 fashion p rizes
in Its b1g Fal l Fashion Sweepstakes.

Th1s Serbin 3-ptece outfit retails at $62 00
Wlnnor redeerns for one Serbin certiftcalt

fhese include big names like
Catalina, Serbin, Jaymar, Botany 500
ond Shagmoor. There arc even four
expense-paid trips to Moami or Now
York in the prize pot.

Comes m n,avy and brown. S1zes 8-20.

Nothing to buy. Just sign up wlth
ua when y ou're in the neighborhood ,
or write: Sanotone,
Box 1196. Blair,
Nebraska 68009, for
Samtone
a free entry.
,..,_~

WIN

+

enter

BOONE'S SWEEPSTAKES
lserhl~-aPi;c;--~~~~J~;~~;l

I

Outfit

Slacks

I Your Name
I

I

l
L

:
1
I

Aclclre~~

I

Limited to Students
I
------------------------·
Sweeps takes end Oct. 31, 1973

+
Samtone
<lto!lk_ .,_.

BOONE'S

Laundry and Cleaners
.... ~ r...rute4 .. .,._

IIOTHDfG TO WRITE
OR BUY
VISIT AllY OF

6LOCATIOIIS
6 CONVENIENT lOCATIONS
603 MAIN

5 POINTS

131h & MAIN

6th &. POPlAR

12th EXT

STORY

...............................................................................................................................~.

~-·
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Vaughan presents
toll road research
Dr. Claude M. Vaughn, toll roads, and regions with
assistant
professor
of neither, Dr. Vaughan found
economics at Murray State that a lthough tolls do not pay
University, presented a paper bills, toll roads have conto the Intersociety Conference tributed to t he economic
on Transportation in Denver, growth in thoee regions which
they intersect.
~
Col., Sept. 26.
Dr. Vaughan said that b_?.s .,..
The
paper,
entitled
"Developmental Aspects of studies found a significant rate
Kentucky Toll Roads" was of growth in manufacturing em- presented to an inter- ployment in those counties
disciplinary conference spon- crossed by toll roads. No
sored by 14 societies. Societies significant increase was found
such as economic, engineering, in those counties intersected by Claude M. Vaughan
and management, dealt with interstate highways or with
p roblems relating to tran- neither a toll road nor in- highway will put this region
within a short driving distance
sportation in the United States. terstate.
When asked about the future of the large metropolitan cenThe paper that Dr. Vaughn
presented grew out of a two- of Kentucky's toll roads, Dr. ters of the east, midwest, and
year study with the Kentucky Vaughan said that they have south."
Several of Dr. Vaugh an's
Legislative Research Com- an even greater future in con tr·
mission and was published in buting to the economic growth recent articles and monographs
have been published in lead ing
the May. 1973, issue of the of Kentucky.
Dr. Vaughan said that he jou rnals
such
as
the
"American
Society
of
Mechanical
Engineers also visualizes consid erable "Mississippi Valley Journal of
growth in this area. "People are Business and Economics,"
Publication."
Dr. Vaughn, who is in his recreation oriented," he said; "Review of Regional Studies,"
first semester at Murray State, "and when 1-24 is fini.'lhed, that "Land Economics," and others.
said that his paper dealt
mainly with Kentucky's
regional toll roads and their
economic impact.
"In studying Kentucky's toll
roads," Dr. Vaughn said, "I
found that the toll roads are
Following an extended with others who had worked
not used enough to provide
adequate revenue to justify illness, Dr. Ralph H. Woods, either on the faculty or the adfourth prl'sident of Murray ministrative staff came to pay
them."
''The problem in doing my State University, died at the their respects to the man who
County guided the University through
research," Dr. Vaughan said, ..Murray-Calloway
its period of greatest growth.
"was to find reason~=; other than Hospital, Tuesday, Sept. 25.
The new president of Murray
As a final tribute. mourners
political to justify the toll roads
State,
Dr. Constantine W.
where
allowed
to
pay
their
in Kentucky. I found," added
Curris,
who only two weeks
Dr. Vaughan, "that Kentucky respect.c; as the body of Dr.
before
had
taken the oath of ofWoods
lay
in
state
for
two
toll roads have contributed to
fice,
was
among
the first. A
the regional l{l'owth of the hours in the lobby of the Adshort
time
Iuter
he
returned
of
the
miniHtration
Bldg.,
onl'
state."
By !'ltudying region!\ with in- final campus project.<~ during with Dr. Harry Sparks, who
~ervecl as the fifth president of
terstate highways, regions with his office.
An honor guard of cadets Murray Statt•.
from the ROTC program stood
Atop the gray casket rested a
at attention in the lobby. Under wreath of deep red ro~;es from
the command of Capt. Ivan
the Woods family and at the
Oh
Frye, ROTC faculty member, foot stood a larg11 \\-Teath of
thl' honor guard included 22 greenery with pale yellow rose:;
'WKMS-FM will hegin broad- cadets. The five-man shifts and royal blue ribbons from
casting a !leries of language were changed eurh 20 minutes.
University personnel. These
lessons entitled, "L11t's Learn Dr. Woods was instrumental in
were the only flowers in lhe
Japanese," this Mondn:v.
bringing the ROTC program to room. The United States, KenThe lessons are designed for MSU in 1951.
tucky and Murray State flags
those
having
no
prior
Standing at the two llets of were positioned behind the
knowledge of the ,Japanese
double doors to the building bier.
language. They will be aired
As the ROTC cadets t~lowly
were eight uniformed Boy
each Monday at 5:30 p.m., for
Scouts of eagle rank wearing carried the coffin beneath the
15 minutes.
red berets. They repre~;ented covered walkway and into the
A textbook to follow the
Troop 77 of the First Christian building at 10 a .m., the carillon
outline of the broadcast lessons
Church where the funeral wali from the top of the Price Doyle
is avialable free of charge by
Fine Arts Bldg. played the
held lhnt :t!tN n• •~" n .
writing: Station Manager,
Many lO\\ nspeople, along Alma Mater. During the two
WKMS-FM, Box 3175 University Station, Murray, Ky.,

'Straw Hat' stage crew
chosen for drama
OcL 18, 19 & 20
The production crews for Mu rray. Mengel is in charge of
"An Italian Straw Hat" have &Ound. Working on costumes
bee'n" cho,4~.' acc,or4ipg n to are Mike Stallings, Owensboro;
Robert 1 ~ • •Jo~~~. cluiir~~n Vicki J o Stevens, P~ris, Tenn.;
of, t~~ theaq~ ·!'>~ depart,tpent. 'q!':r yl I mr ay, Bardstown;
Stage manager for the produc- Pamela Riley, Mayfield; and
tion is Roger Humphrey, of Lynn Waggoner, Hopkinsville.
In charge of properties are
Rumsey. Kay Threlkeld, Versailles, has been named music Ellen Wiese, Cincin nati, and
coordinator, with Jimmy Ray Martin. Graphics will be hanof Louisville as accompanist. In d led by Dee Drennon. House
charge of scenery are Mark manager is Louise McGraw of
Atha, Frankfort; Dee Drennon, Dunkirk, N.Y. Ushers will be
Lagrange; Julia Harris and provided by Sock and Buskin,
Sally Hoback, Louisville; Alan drama club.
K. Martin, Radcliff; Randy
Students
who
were
Powell, Benton; Larry Riter, previously signed up will
Butler, Ohio; Rick Stevens, receive credit in THA 209,
Hopkinsville, and Humphrey.
Creative Production Methods,
The lighting crew includes for working on the production
Dave Dowdy, Brentwood, Mo.; staff.
Kam McDonald, Gatlinburg,
Production dates are set for
Tenn.; and Bill Mengel of Oct. 18, 19, and 20.

University community bids farewell
to its fourth president, Dr. Woods

Japanese ser ies
""'m pus r adio

hour period John C. Minter,
associate professor of music,
played hymns and other ap·
propriate !;elections.
On that intermittently sunny
and overcast morning the
businesl:i places on the
perimeter adjacent to the Administration Bldg. were closed.
Several of the proprietors were
among those who paid their
respt>cts. At the barber ~hop
across the street a flag fluttered
in the breeze at half staff as did
the campus colors.
People packed the church for
the short afternoon funeral service. Dr. Da\·id C. Ross, the
church pastor, offered prayer
while Rev. Henry McKenzie
said of Dr. Woods, "As he
specialized in agriculture to
feed the body, he also fed the
hearts and minds of youth by
building temples of instruction,
research centers, qualified in·
structors and curricula of
creditation.' ·
"He was charged with
energy, inspired with hope and
strengthened with determination, gifted with insight
and foret~ight and with faith in
himsl'lf, he gave faith to others

through halls of .s cience,
museums of letters and sanctuaries of arts which stand as
monuments to his memory."
Bach':-~ "Come, Soothing
Death," and '0 God, Our Help
in Ages Past" by William Croft
were presented during the 45·
minute service by 29 members
of the University's choir. Under
the direction of ProfefiAor
Hobert K. Baar, the choir sang
unaccompanied.
Burial beneath two huge pine
trees in the family plot .in a
Wickliffe cemetery followed a
simple graveside !'ervice.

It's Funny •••
but it's nota comedy!

42071.

The program is a joint effort
between WKMS-FM, the
National Public Radio affiliate
in We~;tern Kentucky, and Nippon Hoso Koyaki, the Japan
Broadcasting Service. Steve
Ziegler, station manager, said,
''It is the hope of WKMS-FM
that, if well received, more of
these instructional type broadcasts will become available."

HUIE'S
Flower Shop
I BLOCK
FROM CAMPU~

We Just Don't Stop!!!!
First, in addition to our regular menu, we offered you
Clam Strips , a refreshing new seafood dinner.
Then, Lasagna, the supreme taste treat of Italian pasta
and Ravioli delightful, succulent meat pies made
of the finest meats, cheeses, spices, and pasta.

Nou; We've Begun Our Delivery Service

For Fast, Hot, Delicious!fFood from Murray's
Most Enjoyable Restaurant, Phone 753-2997
Phone 753-3981
lll

s. 15th

TRENHOLM'S RESTAURANT
Chestnut Street
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Ehikhametalor president

Coming Soon II

Foreign students elect officers
Officers for the International
Students' Association were
recently elected during the
club's first meeting of the 73-74
school
year.
Tom
Ehikhameta lor, a junior
finance major from Nigeria was
choeen to lead the group, while
Jai Chad Sarup, a senf«>r
biology major from Fiji, was
selected to serve as his vicilpresident.
' 1 1
A sophomore business major
from Venezuela, Nelson ShiKeung Chau, will oversee the
ISA treasury. Maureen Lo, a
junior busint!14S major in the
area of marketing from Hong
Kong, was chosen secretary.
MSU has approximately 95
foreign students representing
33 countries on campus this
semester. Ms. Jean Miller,
secretary in the registrar's office, estimates that figures
mark& a decrease of some 40
students in comparison to last
year. The 19 who graduated
during the spring and summer
semesters account for a portion
of the loss, however.
Ms. Miller, who has been
delegated the task of aiding

with immigration forms and
other such necessary paperwork, discussed the most
frequent difficulty encountered.
"'Too many students are either
not aware of or simply fail to
annually renew with the U.S.
government their permisaion' to
remaHi l'ri the cotmtry.'' I • 'f'j
1
I Effoitl' aiti't;;l;ing' mase tO: ot.l
fei rvdore ! relennt courses'
·'l'

l

1Q

rfl

1

I •,

I

I;.

A bicycle will be given away
class pictures this year. ac.
cording to 'Thomas Deboe,
editor of the SHIELD,
Murray's annual.
Registration for the bike
drawing will be done when
students fill out the forms to
have their photos made.
Oct. 15 is the first date pictures will be made. Hours are
tentatively set from 8:30 a .m.
to 5 p.m. A !'luite of roomt1 in
Ordway Hall, if completed, will
house the photographer and
secretary, as well as facilities
for students to check out their

ISA delegates

Murray now processes their
own 16 mm black and white
film of football and basketball
games. In accordance with the
Ohio Valley Conference, films
of each football game played
must be sent to the next opponent if in the OVC, on the
schedule. A second copy of the
film is retained for the use of
the home team, and as a record
of the game.

appearance before having their
photographs taken.
The date for the drawing has
not yet been set, but it will
probably be towards the end of
November before students go
home for the Thanksgiving
break, s aid Frank Fazi,
SHIELD adviser. Eligibility of
students to win the bicycle
depends on having a picture
made.

Bonne Bell

10-0-6 Lotion
$3.95

WAYNE
IS

Break the law
and·he's the

last man you
want to see.
And the last

youewerwl.

JOHN WAYNE iaA8ATIAC1'1100UCfiON
"CAHILL: UNITED STATES MARSHAL"
Also SUm!\1

GARY GRIMES • NEVILLE BRAND IJ1d

GEORGE KENNEDY
!uleftplly by

11 rmer •

Slwl by SARN£Y SUTER

HARrr JUliAN (1111111111 RITA M n ~K • llusic:-£1Jtl~ IIOIIS!DII

*
Prices Good T hursday Only

Plain
2 pc.

Long and Short

COATS

Maxis, Fur Trims, Zip
Lining, Pleats, Extra

No Limits

SLACKS
TROUSERS
SWEATERS

Cinema 2

*

.. 'OKLAHOMA GR--

IN ITS SLICK, SIMPLE. ·
TANGY, LUSTY. . '. ~
FAST MOVINI:~W•,;t,
IS ENJOYABLE· . - t .
FROM BEGINNINI.
TO END."
-BERNARD DREW, Gannett News Service

Plain

CO.I.MIIAPICIIJIIFS-

SKIRTS

Tioa8T~--

Bells, Pleats, Extra

No Limits

~

SHIRTS 5 for $1.00
on hanger

GEORGE C. SCOTT
FAYE DUNAWAY
JOHN MILLS

JACKfll PALANCE
OKLlHOMA CRUDE

No

Written by MARC NORMAN· Music by HENRY MANCINI
Lyrics by HAL DAVID· Produced and Directed by STANLEY KRAMER

One HOUR

DRY a..eaneRS
Store Hours:
7:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

OIIIRd DPUII

JOHN

CAMPUS SPECIAL

UN festivities

Regular $5.50

Cal Luther, director of
athletics, said the local
processing is a double im·
provement. Expenses are cut
since films don't have to be
driven back and forth to Nashville or some other large city
for processing. Receiving the
films more rapidly gives the
team and coach more time to
study them and plan their
strategy.
Operation of the teams has
improved 100 percent since
development has been done on
campus, said Luther.
The equipment for this
processing has been on campus
for roughly five or six years, according to Frank Fazi, director
of printing services. Last spring
it waR moved from the
education department to printing scrviceR.
Fazi said the processing
equipment is being better
utilized now, and that it may in
the future be made available to
those who need it, or could
operate it as a training devise.

*

PAHAVISIO,.. • T£CHIIICOlotl•

SUITS

Chosen at the last meeting of
the association were: Marianna
Mora,
Ecuador;
Mine
Coskuner, Turkey, Nelson
Chow, Hong Kong, and Abdul
Silouk, Nigeria.
Walter Bumphus, adviser to
international students, will
drive the delegates to Frankfort
on Oct. 23. The University will
finance the room, board, and
transportation for the group.
The expected highlight of the
celebration will be a luncheon
for all the foreign students who
will assemble at the state
capitol.

..

Cinema 1

STUDENT and FACULTY

will be viewing

24.

*

l'lodlx:ecl 117 IIICHAn WAYNE· DtrKIH by AHilR£W Y M:UGl.f}j

DRESSES

Four members of the International
Students
Association will attend the
United Nations Day celebration
to be held in Frankfort on Oct.

specifically for foreign students,
reports Walter Bumphus, advisor. For example, a special
world history course is in the
making and rumors of a speech
class, as well, are circulating.
In the meantime, however, tentalive pl~UW to Mild ge,·eral
~tes to th• OCtober 24 UN
.pay at Fl'8nkfort are keeping
the ISA occupiild.

Murray processes own
film to send to OVC
football opponent

Bike drawing will accompany
conclusion of class pictures
in connection with the taking of

"EMPEROR OF THE

Held Over

uThe Devils"
Starring

Venessa Redgrave

Friday and
Saturday Late Show

11:ao

p.m.

(X )

-

...
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Speaks on vet school in Mayfield

President delivers first off-campus address
In his first off-campus speech
since becoming the sixth
president of Murray State
University on Sept. 15, Dr. Constantine (Deno) Curris' explained on the evening of Ocl. 1
his desire to sec the University
become an integral part of
West Kentucky.
To make Murray State a
vigorous university we must,
Curris said, "not pattern our
plans from other universities,
but pattern our p lans to the
needs of the people of the
region it is intended to serve."
Speaking to a large number
of Mayfield Rotarians and
their guests at the Holiday
House restaurant, the 32-yearold bachelor said there was a
need for more extension courses, because so few industry
and business people in West
Kentucky could reach the
University for regular classes.
These courses should be offered
as there are indications that
they are needed.

Said Curris, "We must first
study the needs and find out
what they are. We will then
work to meet them the best we
can."
Leadership is the ro le
Murray must play in the
growth of this area, said Curris.
"Someday, some governor
will approve a veterinary

S<:hool somewhere in the st~te,"
said the president. Curris noted
that most people realize the
shortage of veterinarians in
Kentucky, hut still some people
say that a school of veterinary
science is ;too expensive. "
Curris said, " .. .if there is a
need. . .whv shouldn't that
need be fulfiiled?" The growth

Copeland report) of loca l
tourism was done by the
University of Tennessee, not
Murray State.
Before his speech, Curris was
guest at a reception held at the
Mayfield Holiday Inn, sponsored by the local MSU Alumni
AllBOCiation Century Club.

Sparks predicts regional doctoral programs
Accord ing to the Associated
Press, Dr. H arry M. Sparks,·
former president of MSU,
predicts th at regional colleges
may seek approval from the
legislature to offer doctorallevel programs.
Sparks states h is belief that
the regional u n iversities will
seek to "fill this void" of
graduate education if t he
University of Ky. does not focus
more strongly on its graduate

programs. Numerous graduates
of Kentuc ky schools are
disco u raged from ta k ing
graduate work at UK.
"I don't know all th e deuils
of this, but I would say if UK
d oesn't
get
this
thing
straightened out, the regional
universities will fill this void by
moving into doctoral work,"
Sparks ad ded.
Sparks also said in an interv iew that he believed

200,000 area listeners

WKMS survey completed
The Advertising Research
Bureau has released the findings of telephone radio
listener survey for MSU' s
public radio station WKMS·
FM.
The survey of 689 people in
the Murray section of the local
telephone directory shows that
a projected 4,500 of the 12,807
area population list.en to the
5t.ation in a ny one week.
'l'hc survey applied to people
12 years of age or older in the
station!! prime coverage area
shows that ovPr 200,000 people
in the .Jackson Purchase listen
during any one week
Steve liegler, WKMS station
manager , stated that the
largest segment of the listening
audience i~ made up of men 18
and older. Ziegler added, "Our
progamming covers such ·a wide
range of interest. It offers
something of value to every age
group." The WKMS program
schedule ranges from Lawrence
Welk and cla!!sical music to
Wolfman Jack and progressive
rock.

of the livestock industry increa'>e!l the demand and Curtis
added, "Murray State hopes it
will be able to meet that
demand by soon having a
school of vet~rinarian science."
Curris commented that the
growth of West Kentucky
tourism is amazing, but he was
sorry that a study (th e

Ziegler emphasized that the
survey did not include business
or Universitv numbeu and
covered an ·extremely small
portion of the 25 county
primary coverage area.
WKMS was subjected to the
survey by the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting as part of

a nationwide survey of
National Public Radio stations.
WKMS, a member of the
National Public Radio network, broadcasts 14 hours :.
day seven days a week and is
operated by three full time employee!! and broadcasting
1>tudents.

New MSU program provides
semester for urban teaching
Murray State University is
now participating in the
Cooperative Urban Teacher
Education program.
This program, a joint effort
between the UniverRity of
Louisville, University of Ken·
tucky and the Louisville city
schools, is designed to prepare
students to teach in urban
schools.
Participants in this program
will stay in the Lou isville a rea
for th e entire semester and
arrange their own h ousing or
Jive in the Brown Education

Center. Students will par .
ticipate
in
seminars,
workshops, visitations and
have an eight week teaching
assignment.
MSU will grant equivalency
credit for this program .
Students will register, pay the
same fees and receive certification in the same manner
as other MSU yudents in the
teacher education program.
For more information con·
tact Dr. Bill Price, room 253, in
the Education Bldg. or call
762·3817.

Jerry's Special

T·BDNI STill
Monday& Wednesday-

4~30

to 9P.M.

$2.39
Steak char-broile d "Atl
you Likr If' with cl10ice
o f baked o r French f r ied
Idaho Po t atoh, c ri s p
t osse d sa lad. und h ot
rolle.

SOUTH 12th ST.

MURRAY

politicians have provoked com·
petition between th e state's
colleges and

universities

H e felt the competition in the
higher education system has
been "a reflection" of those
,c omm itments.

Senator Huddleston
mot:es office to Ky.
Senator Walter Dee H uddlest on wiU be coming to
Paducah on Oct. 22.
T he KeJ;itucky senator will
move his office to Paducah for
one day to meet and talk with
area residents. "We want to
bring government down to the
local level so that anyone who
desires can tell us about hi!'
likes and dislikes,·· Mid Huddleston. "It is a rather ex·
pensive proposition for the
average Western Kentuckian to
travel to Washington, so w·e are
going to bring the senate to

..

. ..un.
.

Staff members, who

are

specialists in various fields,
will accompany the senator.
"They will be able to give exper t advice on particu lar
problems and where possible
we will then follow-up in
Washington."
The office w ill open at 10
a .m . and will remain open until
all constituents have been
heard.

a•••••••••1
• Shalimar •
e
•...........
•e
Holland Drugs

*Sun. Thru Wed.*
"Terminal Island"
Coming Thur-Fri -Sat
Oct. 11 1 13
EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS
WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT
CAVE WOMEN BUT
WERE AFRAID TO ASK/

itl.•

~~~~~

-
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Oldest building on campus

Renovation program is set
for historic Wrather Hall
A two phase program has and partially on the fir~:~t floor
been established for the of Wrather Hall. This departrenovation of Wrather Hall, ment is being moved to the
Murray State University' !'I we;;t end of Wilson Hall on the
oldest building.
first and second floors.
Sept. 24. 1924, the Murray
The basement also housed
State Normal School opened the darkroom and offices of the
for the first. time in the chapel SHIELD. The~:~e al~>o have been
of Wrather Hall, known at that moved to Wilson Hall and a
time as the Administration new darkroom has been equipBldg. For the next 43 years, it ped.
served as the Administration
The first and second floors
Bldg. housing the President' s are the second phase of
office, the regi~trar and the renovation. This phase is not
businesl'i office.
planned until next year. The
In 1967, when the new Ad- first fluor contains the offices of
ministration Bldg. was t~om Dr. Ray Mofield. chairman ()f
pletcd, it was renamed Wrather the department of (' OmHall in honor of M.O. Wrather,
diredor of public relations and
later executive vice-president.
Since the opening of the new
Admini:-Jtration Bldg. in 1967,
Wrather Hall has hou~ed the
military science {ROTC) depar·
tment, the geography depart.
ment, and the journalism
Murray State University is
department. This is presently working on the expansion of
being changed.
the Continuing Education
The date for the beginning of Program, according to the of.
the remodeling is uncertain due fice of William G. Read, vice
to the luck of a contract. Bids president for academic affairs.
were sent in from various conThe program, which is
tracting firms, but the bids designed to offer college credit
were det!med to high. Certain hours for courses being taught
changes are now being made in in area communities, is being
bid requirements and an op- tried by other Kentucky
portunity to bid will bt~ re· colleges and universities in·
advertised. A date for the re- eluding Western.
advertisement bali not been
Currently, MSU is offering
determined.
night. and Saturday courses in
In transition presently i1; the guidance and counseling on the
geography department, which post graduate level and courses
waR housed in the basement such as composition on the un-

munication!l, and Or. L . •J. Hor·
tin, chairman of the department of journalism . Also, the
department. of journalism' s
beginning reporting lab is on
the first floot These are to be
moved to thi third floor and
first floor of Wilson Hall ,
resgectivt'ly, during the summer of 1974.
The military science and
ROTC departments, which are
presently housed on the second
(top) floor, will be moved into
t he new athleti<: complex as
soon ns the facilities are ready.
It is hoped to be ready for occupancy in one to two months.

Education program
has been e~panded
dergraduate level. Other cour·
ses, both graduate and undergraduate, are bt'ing offered,
a nd still more are in the planning stage.

I

Placerrwnt

TUESDAY, OCT. 9
Louisville Urban i.eague,
Louisville: Students interested
in police work, ages 2.1-32.

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 10
Metropolitan Life Insurance.
Paducah: Interested students.

Student directories ready
The new campus directories may obtain them only at the
were relea:;;ed Wedne!:lday by University Book Store at $ 1 per
Rex Thompson, director of dirt·ctory. Money receivt>d from
business affairs. 'fhe directories the sale of the copiE'.s will be
will be furnished for residents us~:d to aid in paying printing
in University housing. As in costs. 45,000 nt'w directories
years past, off campus students were printt>d.

Sany raugh n' raady
waalhar praaf parlallla radia.
The perfect l ightweight portable rad10 for sportsmen.
The TFM 81 OOWA is built to withstand extremes of
weather, sand and shock.
Receives continuous VHF weather reports, FM and AM.
Powerful 1.2 watt i max.) output; Sony lED (light Emit
ling Diode) for precise tuning; AFC switch for drift-free FM.
Battery or AC (with optional adaptor) .

SONY. Ask anyone.

These cour11e!l are being
taught by qualified instructors
from MSU'11 staff, and clas~es
are conducted as are classes on
campus.
The program is operating in
cooperation with area schools.
The staff feels optimistic
about the program, and hopes
for much su<·cess in t he expansion
of
Continuing
Education .

Music Center
Main Street

Now Open!

10% off on large
party orders

Hours:
11 a.m. - lp.m lunch
4 p.m. - 2 a .m. weekends
4 p.m. - 1 a.m. week

PAESANO'S
116 South 5th St.

West side of the square

We have the Largest Pizza in town---up to 18•
Pizza's
Cheese
Any 1 item
Any 2 items
Any 3 items
Deluxe

SANDWICHES

10"

12"

14"

18"

.1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.70

1.90
2.20
2.50
2.80
3.10

2.75
3.10
3.45
3.80
4.15

3.55
3.95
4.35
4.75
5.15

ITEMS: P e pporoni, s ausage; beef, ham,
mushrooms, green pepper s, onion,
gree n olives, anchovies.

Dough Made Fresh Daily

I

Ham & Cheese
Roast Beef
Steak

1.25
1.25
1.50

16-oz. bottle
of Pepsi, 7-Up,
or Dr. Pepper
only

25~

FASTER FREE DELIVERY 753-0635
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Down Eaglet, 30-16

Racers explode offensive bomb
By STEVE W. GIVENS
A...t. Spor te Editor

"Eilerything WCU all right
until the whole bottom fell out.

"
--- Roy
M.
Terry,
Morehead State Head Coach
Saturday night, September 29,
1973

Attempting to end the best
Rncers start in 19 years,
Morehead Slate got caught in
the crossfire of an awesome
Murray State attack last Saturday night a nd fell, 30-16, before
a record 14,619 Roy Stewart
Stadium crowd.

Morehead defenders and fell
into the end zone.
But, the Racers tacked on
still another score when Don
Wright, who booted three of
four conversions. added a 21yard field goal to post the final
30-16 victory margin.
Lose l8t sco ring drive
Murray bad the first opportunity to get on the
scoreboard on the opening play
of the half, but seemingly sel
the pace for a miserable
evening when Clayton fumbled
on the one yard line after a
sparkling 21 yard gallop from
the Eagle 29.

But an even more embara!lsing moment for the
Neither team could generate
Eagles occurred immediately an effective attack as the quarafter the key OVC contest when ter closed in a scoreless standCoach Bill Furgerson's squad off following six exchanges.
returned the famed "Golden
Goose Award." The large egg(Con tinued on page 28)
shaped trophy was given to the
Racers last year following their
co ntest ed 27- 24 loss at
M orehead's
ho mecoming
festivities.

It was the third consecutive
win of the season for Murray-and quite impre$sivt> with 526
total offensive yard s, t wo
touc·hdown passes, a field goal,
and two runners with more yardage than the ent ire MoreheRd
team.
Racers figh t from behind
Murray State ca me from
behind t hree t imes in t he
struggle which was climued
when Tom Pandolfi hit wide
receiver Willie DeLoach for two
touchdown strikes in the fourth
period.

TAILBACK DON CLAYTON powers his way upfield enroute
to amassing 205 yards rushing in Saturday's game against
visiting Morehead State University. Clayton was selected as
OVC "Player of the Week" for his performance. Murray State's
Charlie Carpenter (77) clears a path for Clayton' s run.

Playing possum, Furgerson caught
with winner by riml OVC coaches
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Aut. Sports Editor

left when Pandolfi handed
orr
to
tailback
Don Clayton who swept off his
left side for 38 yards. Then the
junior quarterback fired a 25yard strike to DeLoach who
made the catch standing in the
end zone.

Coaches around the Ohio
Valley Conference have, undoubtedly, realized by now that
Murray State Head Coach Bill
Furgerson bas been playing
possum since the cold opening
days of spring practice.
After fielding the first MSU
team to go undefeated in its
opening th ree games s ince
1951, the Racer head coach is
enjoying one of his best seasons
during his seven year tenure.

Four minutes later, after
driving 71 yards in four plays,
Pandolfi again found DeLoach
with an aerial bomb. Grabbing
the pass which traveled 36
yards, DeLoach outscrambled

But if you go by what Coach
Furgerson relates, the team
which polished two nationallyranked opponents and came
back last week to demolish
Morehead State 30-16 would

The Racers were trailing 1614 .with just over 13 minutes

Photo by Wileon WooUey

not even be recognizable in Roy
Stewart Stadium.
" l<' eele great"
" It feels great to have played
so well even though we had
some developments in the game
which hurt us some," Coach
Furgerson said, " but we're glad
that we d idn't have to resort to
any last minute heroica!"
" Mor ehead actually only
scored six points on our defense
(which occurred when the
Eagles' ran a kickoff back 96
yards) and only gained some 10
yards on several key third
down situations," he said, obviously pleased with his team's
efforts.
Asked about the significance
of the "Golden Egg Award"
which the Racers gave
Morehead after the game ,
Coach Furgerson commented,
" It wasn' t directed towards
Morehead's coach ' or the team,
but rather to certain school officials who were re11ponsible for
the bush league presentation to
us last year.''
The F:aghls edged the Racers
27-24 last. 1\eason when an offi cial out of po!lition called
back the apparent winning
touchdown with three seconds
remaining in the game. As part
of the homecoming festivities, a
consolation prize of a giant
"Golden Egg Award" was
given to the loser of the clashwhich turned out to be the
Racers.
Stand out. a r e many

P h oto by BaiDe Troupe

KICKING SPECIALIST Don Wright puts the toe to the football in Saturday night'• game qainst Morehead's Ea1lee.
Wright succeufully converted three-of-four -extra pointe, and
Ulo added a 21-yard field goal in' the R&cen' .victory.
•

•
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}
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" Its going to be difficult to
chose a 'star of the week' for
this one since we had a quar terback throw two touchdown
paasea and scor e one himself, a
pair of runners who gained 375
yarda between them, a wide
receiver who caught two
ecoring paaeaa, aod to top it all,
a peat defensive effort by the
. entire equad/' Coach Furpreon cODUDeDte(l.

"Tom Pandolfi really showed
his true talent for us last Saturday; he's matured so much
over the year and learned to
use his protection and scramble
when he has to," he said. The
j u nior Racer quarterback
tossed seven of 15 completions
for a 47 percent figure and suffered only one interception.
"Of course you've got to mention Willie De Loach, who
caught two of Tom's passes for
our fou rth period scores. He
was simply outsta nding in
making both of those grabs,"
he went on.
Future lo oka bright
" I feel like the team is very
deserving of the victor ies we've
accomplished a!l a unit. MSU
has had some bad breaks in the
past and it' s been the first time
we've gone through the summer and winter without losing
our key 11 squad members on
both defenJ>C and offense."

Ques tioned about MSU' s
rating in the pre-season polls,
(in or near the league cellar)
Coach Furgerson replied, "We
don' t worry about them now
and didn't think about them
before the season because we
had some boys who had never
started a ~ame in college."
" It lookS like the coming of a
new era in MSU football with
our squad's outlook, the new
stadium complex, t he M-Club,
and the support of the fans."

.

Racers meet Pacere
Facing t he' University of Tennessee-Martin tomorrow, MSU
meets a team which bas lost
four consecutive contests. "We
don' t know that much about
the Pacers except they were impressive in spring practice.
Against Middle Tennessee,
they held the Blue Raiders
scoreless until the last 14
seconds when MTSU scored for
a 7-0 win," he said.

.....

ove Standings
Overall

ovc

W-L-T

W·L-T

Murray State
2-0-{}
3-0-0
Western Kentucky
2-0-0
3-0-0
Eastern Kentucky
1-1-0
3- 1-0
East Tennessee
1-1-0
1-2-0
TennesHee Tech
1-2-1
0-1-0
Austin Peay
0-2-0
1-3·0
Middle TenneMee
0-2-0
1-3-0
Morehead
l-3-0
1-1-0
S aturd a y'• Reaults
Murray State 30, Morehead State 16
Western Kentucky 30, East Tennessee 0
Eastern Kentucky 24, Austin Peay 7
Tennesaee Tech 16, UT-Martin 9
Western Carolina 24, Middle Tennessee 7
Tomorrow'• Game•
Murray State at UT-Martin
Weetern Carolina a t Weetern Kentucky
Eutem Keotuclty at Middle TenneMee
Eastern Tenneeeee at Tenneaeee Tech
Auatin Peay at Morehead State

..

BANK OF MURRAY
Th ree convenient locations
to serve the unive rsity

Main

own town Bra nch
Cliffords
Phill ips 66
South 12th St. Hwy 6-41

Your Complete
Service Station
We Honor Most
Credit Cards
And Give
S& H Green Stamps
Pickup / Delivery
Phone 753·6919
rt=:J ~ Fl RST

~CL,\SS
IN FORMALWEAR

College
Shop

The Hannon Football Forecast
1-NEBRASKA
2-ALABAMA
3-0KLAHOMA
~OUTHERN

CAL
5-0HIO STATE

&-oKLAHOMA STATE
7-MICHIGAN
~NOTRE DAME
~PENN STATE
10-TENNESSEE

Alabama
Arizona
Arizona State
Arkansas
Baylor
Boston Colfep
BowlinrGreen
Bril:hem Youna
Calffornla
Citadel
Colorado
Columbia
Cornell
Dartmouth
Cayton
East C.rollna
Georal• Tech
Harvard
Houston
Idaho
Illinois
Kansas State
t<ent State
Lamar
Lona.Beach

27
27
lO
25
21
22
17
27
21
21
24
20
23
20
23
34
31
37
30
22
20
27
17
14
19

Louisville
Ma,yland
McNeese SUite
Miami (Ohio)
Michipn
Mississippi
Mississippi SUite
Nebraska
New Mexico State
North Carol•na State
Northern Illinois
Northwestern
Notre Dame
Ohio State
Oklahoma
Oklahoma State
Pennsylvania
Penn SUite
Purdue
Richmond
Rutaars
san Jose State
South Carolina
Southern California

33
28
21

LS.U .

31
45

31
11
22
43

27
28
21
31
29
35
30
33
20
28
17
31
28
27
20
48

23

Southem Mississippi 22
25
Tampa
26
Temple
15
Tennessee
21
Texas
40
Texas A & M
24
Tulane
20
Tulsa
26
u.c.L.A.
22
Virginia
19
West Viralnia
24
William & MirY
17
Wiscon1in
34
Yale
20

sw Louisiana

Geotaia
Iowa
N- Mexico
T.C.U.
Florida State
Nevy
Toledo
Utah State
Washington
V.M.I.
Iowa SUite
Princeton
Lehlah
Holy Cross
Southam Illinois
Oavldson
Army
Boston U
San Oieao Stale
Colorado State
Stenford
Memphis State
Western Michipn
West Texas
Fullerton
Florida
Wichita
Syracuse
Arlin&ton
Mars~ II

Oregon
Auburn
Kentucky
Mi nnesota
U.T.E.P.
North carolina
Fresno SUite
Ohio u
Michi aan State
Washington State
Miami, Fla.
Texas Tech
Brown
Air Force
Oulle
Furman
Massachusetts
Paclftc
V.P.I ,
Oraaon State
Missouri
Chattanooaa
Xavier
Akron
Cinclnneti
Kansas
Wake Forest
Clemson
Plttsburah
Orake
Uteh
Vanderbilt
Indiana
Villanova
Wyomina
Col pte

10

21

7

20
14
10
6
20
20
12
20
14
14
19

17

0
6

7
27
21
15
22

10

7
7
12
7
6

9
0
8
16
17
1

0

15
6
7
1

6
6
14
13
10

8
0
13

14
7
7
21
16
10
13
6
17
0
7
10
17
15
6
15
7
10
16

Other Gamet - South and Southwest

University
Book Stor

Abilene Christian
Anaelo
Appalachian
Carnegie-Mellon
C.rson-Newman
Oelta SUite
East Tennessee
East Texas
Eastem Kentucky
Elon
Fayetteville
Gardner-Webb
Glenville
Grambling
HamJ)den-5Ydney
Henderson
Jack$0n SUite
Jacksonville
louisiana Tech
Mississippi Colleae
Monticello
Morehead
Moraan State
Murray
NeWber,y
NO- Carolina Central
NW Louisiana

27
28
20
16
35
24
25
27
21
21
J0
24
28
24
20
19
23
28
33
14
21
21
27
27
31
26
32

S F Austin
Sam Houston
Lenoir-Rhyne
Bethany, W.Va .
catawba
Entern Illinois
Tennessee Tech
Texas A & 1
Middle Tennessee
Presbyterian
st Paul's
Georptown
West Va . Wesleyan
Tennessee State
Washington & Lee
Arllansas Tec;h
Bi1h0p
Livlnrston
Northem Ari:tona
Florence
State College
Austin Peay
Ma,yland East Shore
Martin
Concord
Vlralnia State
Nicholls

6

7
13
14
0

7

20
14

16
7
12

6
0
23
14

7
6
12
7
13
15
20
7
9
1;3
7
6

1~TEXAS
17~0LORADO

11-LS.U.
12- U.C.l.A.
1l-ARIZONA STATE
14--MISSOURI
15---MIAMI

=~~:;

Saturday, Oct 8- Major Colleres

S.M.U.

After Six

University Branch

Savannah
Southwest Texas
Texas Lutheran
Trinity
Troy
Vfr&inia Union
Washington, Mo.
Westem Kentucky
Wofford

1'-S.M.U.

1~HOUSTON

20-KANSAS
14
20
27
16
20
28
22
21
24

35
27

Hardinc
Guilford
Miles
Tarleton
Prairie VIew
McMurrY
SE Louisiana
Eli:tlbeth City
Centre
Western Carolina
Muskinaum

I
12
13
7
17
14
7
17
12
17
19

Other Games- East
Albrlaht
Alfred
Amherst
Bucknell
Central Connecticut
Clarion
Coast Guard
Colby
Connecticut
Cortland
Delaware
Franklin & Marshall
Hiram
Indiana U
Johns Hopkins
Lafayette
MiddlebUrY
Northeastern
Slippe,y Rock
Southern Connecticut
Trinity
Waaner
West Chester
Widener
Williems

21
33
21

33
26
28
22
19
26

15
28
35

24

29
14
21
22
27
27
23
25
12
26
27
33

Delaware Valley
Union
American lntema1'1
Gettysburg
eridaeport
Lock Haven
Norwich
Tufta
N- Hampshire
Montclair
Baldwin-Wallace
Swarthmore
Washinaton & Jeff'son
Edinboro
Ursinus
c w Post
Wo~ester Tech
Hofstra
Shippensbura
SpnnCfield
Bates
Upsala
Millersville
Dickinson
Rochester

Other Games - Midwest
Adrian
Allegheny
Ashland
Ball Sbtte
Buena Vista
Central Methodist
Central Michipn
Central Oklahoma
Concordia, Neb.
Defiance
E. Central Oklahoma
Eastem Michlpn
Emporia State
Evansville
Heidelbera
Hillsdale
Indiana Central
Iowa Wesleyan
Kentucky State
Millikin
Milwaukee
Missouri Valley
Mount Union
Nebraska Wesleyan
N£ Missouri
NE Oklahoma
Northern Michipn
Northland
NW Missouri
St. Joseph's
SE Missouri
Southwestern, t<an.
William Jewell
Wilmington
Wittenbera
Wooster

14

32

211

14
23
42
22

211
20
20
26
24
25
27

31

28
27
20
20
28

21
17

25

33
23
27
23
16
33

20
22
19

28
14
44
10

Kalamazoo
Case-Reserve
Northwood
Indiena State
Dubuque
Baker
Illinois Stela
NW Oklahoma
Hastlnas
Manchester
SE Oklehoma
Western Illinois
Northern Colorado
Valparaiso
Marietta
St. Norbert
Wayne , Mich.
Culver-Stockton
Lincoln
Whelton
Rolla
Ottewa
Kenyon
Dana
Missouri Western
SW Oklahoma
Youn(!ltown
Lakeland
Central Missouri
O.Piuw
sw Missouri
Tabor
Tarkio
Taylor
Ohto Wesleyan
John Carroll

6
14
17
0
21
6
13
7
14
14
7

o

6
12
13
19
7
15
1

the GANG
at the

PALACE
5-Points

24 Hour
Wrecker
Service
,

22

0
0
20
7
6

•a
7

7

7

0
13
7

15
7

17
7
21
10
6
13
7

TABERS

BODY
SHOP
PHONE

753-3134

17

10
0
14
10
19
0
13
17

See Our
New Gift Shop

22
14
7

13

20

0
6
6

7
0

Other Games- Far West
C.l Poly (Pomona)
Central Washington
Colorado Collep
Eastern Washlnaton
Hawaii
Humboldt
lewis & Clark
Nevada (Reno)
Northridge
Omaha
OreJon College
Pacofic Lutheran
Pacilic U
Puge~ Sound
Sacramento
San Francisco
southern Colorado
Whittier

21
20

20
28
"2
22
26

43
24
16

31

35
17
26
21
37
24
35

C.l Lutheran
13
Eastern Oreaon
17
St. MirY, Kan.
7
Southern Oreaon
15
Los Anptes
o
Chico
14
Collep of Idaho
10
Portland
6
Riverside
13
Eastern New Mexico 7
Western Washinaton 7
Whitmen
0
Whitworth
14
u.s.1.u .
14
14
Hayward
Oregon Tech
o
WIShburn
15
Loyola
6

STARKS
Hardware

RACERS

RYAN MILK COMPANY

Pare 25

Murray State Newt

Murray, Western are tied;
both share conference lead
By MARK HULTMAN
Sporu Editor

Murray State and Western
Kentucky remained tied for the
Ohio Valley Conference lead by
scoring impressive wins last
weekend.

The

~~cers

used

a

d~.aa~th'i~~?un<:ltattac~ h~d
by D<>n Clayton's 205 yards
and Jim Engel'!! 170 to upend
visiting Morehead, 30-16,
before an overflow crowd at
Roy Stewart Stadium Saturday
night.
Murray now holds a 2-0 conference record and a 3-0 overall
mark.
Western Kentucky's Hilltoppers, <:Oachcd by Jimmy Feix,
possess identical records. WKU

with Murray and Western in
the OVC race.
For the game, ThomJ)I!on
gained 85 yards in 24 carries,
giving him a career total of
2,045. Jimmie Brooks holds the
record with 3,842 yards.
East.ern first 11cored when,
following a fumble recovery by
John Revere, quarterback Jeff
McCarthy jumped into the end
zone from one yard out. Jim
DeFranco added the extr a
point, and followed later with a
26-yard field goal.
A 43-yard scoring pass from
McCarthy to Revere in the
second period gave the
Colonels a 17-0 lead at intermission. They added their
final TD of the evening when
Thompson .scored on a oneyard run in the final stanza.
The win give!> the Colonels a
1·1 OVC mark, and a 3-1
overall record. while the Governors fall to 0-2 and 1-3 respectively.
In non-conference action,
Tenne~see Tech whipped UTMartin, 16-9 and Western
Carolina downed Middle Ten175-pounder, will be n backup nessee, 24· 7.
signalcaller.
'
The defensive unit is anchored by middle Jinebarker
Hunter Carter (6'1'', 208
It' s like nothing
pounds), tackle Albert Wash
you've
ever seen
(6'5", 270 pounds), and
before!
safetyman Randy Giltner
l6'0", 173 pounds).
The running back corps will
be led by 5'10", 165-pounder
Marvin West.
The Racers lead the series
with UTM, having beaten the
Pacers 14-7 laRt aeason for their
first win over UTM since 1964.
The series i!l 5-4-1, in favor of
MSU.

whitewashed the visiting East.
Tennessee Buccaneers, 30-0.
The toppers' Clarence
Jackson scored two touchdowns
on runs of three and six yards
respectively, while field goal
specialist Charlie Johnson
booted the pigskin throu11h the
uprights from 27 yards out for
three more poinl~. John!lon alRo
converted three-of-four PAT's
during the game.
Porter Williams took a pass
from Western signalcaller Den·
nis Tomek and 11campered 55
yards for a TD, while third·
string Doug Davis tossed a six·
yard pass to Porter Williams
for another six points.
Senior tailback Alfred Thorn·
pson reached the 2,000-yard
rushing mark as the Eastern
Kentucky Colonels beat visiting
Austin Peay, 24-7, to keep pace

Racers seeking win
over UTM tomorrow
DON CLAYTON

'Player of the Week' 1wnors
received by tailback Clayton
Tailback Don Clayton became the third Racer in as many
weeks to receive ''Player of the Week" honors in the Ohio
Valley Conference. •
Clayton waR selected as the star offensive player in the
league for his performance against Morehead State Saturday
night, which the Racers won, 30-16.
The Malden, Mo. speedster rushed for 205 yards in 28
carries, scoring a touchdown. He leads the OVC and ranks
among the nation's leaders in rushing with 155.8 yards per
game.
Previously honored by the OVC were quarterback Tom
Pandolfi and defensive back Mark Hickman.
Western Kentucky's Lonnie Schuster earned defensive
honors by making eight tackles and seven assists against
East Tennessee.

The winning Racers of
Murray State tackle the
haplt>ss' Pacers of the University of 'l'enncssee at Martin
tomurrow night at Martin,
Tenn.
Coach Bill Furgerllon's
11quad, fresh from a l'Uccessful
three-game homestand. take to
the road for the first time
tomorrow for a non-conference
game with UTM.
'fhe Pacers of Coach Bob
Carroll, a 16-year veteran of
the UTM football program,
have !ltruggled so far this
season, having dropped four
decisions without a win.
The latest loss that UTM
sustained was Saturday night
at Tennessee Tech, when the
Pacers lost a 16-9 decision.
UTM hu also lost to
Nicholls State, Middle Ten·
nessee, and Jacksonville State.
Quarterback Danny Walker,
a 6'11", 180-pounder, head!!
the offensive lineup for UTM,
and Shelton Zenon, a 5'10",
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Pomps Tissues make short work of beautiful
floats and decorations. They're flame-resistant,
6" x 6'' squares in 20 brilliant weather-proof
colors that won't run or fade.

.
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Sororit ies and Fraternities-Order
your Pomps NOW from the

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

IHII V./ltSWIIflll

,,,, ,,,, "''"'·

cou/1/o.

To "'" Mtlltl 11 food

CARROLL
VOLKSWAGEH, IHC.
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MSU harrier s
to test W. Ill.
in five-mile r un

MSU linksmen skid
in golf tournament

By :\lARK BAUMAN
Sport• Writer

Coacn Bill Cornell and his
MSU cross country team left
for Macomb, Ill. this morning
for a meet with Western
Illinois tomorrow.
The distance for the race will
be five miles, which is one mile

farther than the Racers' four
previous racing distance3, and
one mile shorter than the sixmile runs for the Ohio Valley
Conference Championships and
the
National
Collegiate
Athletic Association Championships.
The trip will be the fust for
the Murray team to Macomb.
The MSU indoor track team
has competed at WeRtern
illinois 11everal times in the
past, and the host team will
visit Murray for a track meet in
the Roy Stewart Stadium next
spring.
Slated to make the trip to
Macomb are Sam Torres, Rod
Harvey, Don Wilcox, Gordy
Benfield, Brad Finseth, Dennis
Mabbitt, Stan Thompson, Dennis Shut, John Balbach, and
Clint Strohmeier.
Regarding
the
longer
distance the Racers will run
tomorrow morning, Coach Cornell said, "There should be no
problem for the runners to adjust to the distance. Some of
the new runners this year
should be stronger at five and
six miles than at four mile11."

Photo by Wllaoo Woolley

PAUL CELANO, a senior at Murray State University, lines up
a putt during last weekend's MSU Intercollegiate Invitational
Golf Tournament, in which the Racer "blue" ream finished
fourth. Celano tied two other golfers for sixth place with a 217.

Sam Torres sets course record
as harriers triumph at A rkanMJS
Coach Bill Cornell's Racers
had Rod Harvey in third place,
Murray's
Sam
Torres with Don Wilcox in fourth, only
outlasted Paul Bannion of a second behind . Harvey
Memphis State to capture the crossed the line in 20:56, and
Wilcox was 20:57.
blue ribbon in a double dual
Wilcox finished ahead of
cross country meet last Friday
three junior college Allat Jonesboro, Ark.
Torres established a cour!le Americans of last year, Gordy
record of 19:47 (the same time Benfield and Brad Finseth,
given to Bannion) in leading both of Murray, and Doug
the Racers to vidories over Mack of Arkansas.
Coach Cornell said, "Don ran
Memphis State, and the host
a very fine race and could be a
team Arkansas State.
Murray easily won both key factor in the Ohio Valley
meets, beating Arkansas Stnte, Conference meet." Cornell ad42-17. and Memphis State, 20- ded, "He is one of the pleaAant
41 . Memphis edged Arkansas, surprises on the cross country
team this fall ."
27-28.
Benfield finished in Rixth
As a triangular meet, the
scores were Murray 22, Mem- place a.c; the Racers' fourth man
with a clocking of 21 :23.
phis 53, and Arkansas 55.
By MARK BAUMAN
Sports Writer

Great

N ew

Morehead and Bradler (tied
for ninth at 1,143), UT:Martin
(1,145), and the MSU "gold"
team.
Individual honors went to
Austin Peay's Leon Hawk, who
won a one-hole playoff over
Missouri's Fred Copeland.
Each had finished the 54 holes
with 215, but Hawk birdied the
first hole to cop the crown.
The other MSU scorers were
Kevin Arnold (blue), 223; Mike
Perpich (blue), 225; Kevin
Klier (blue), 226; Randy
Mosley (gold), 225; Mike Hoyle
(blue), 229; John Storm11 (golf),
229; Gary Anders (gold), 233;
.John Cotthoff (gold), 237;
Mark Roche (gold), 240; Steve
Gatens (gold~, 240.

Women's tennis
team loses; UK,
Eastern victor s
Murray State's women's tennis team dropped two matches
last week, being shutout by the
Univer!lity of Kentucky, 9-0,
and losing to Easrern Kentuckv
University, 7-2.
•
In the Eastern match, Judy
Shirrell recorded a singles victory by winning 4-6, 6-3, 6-0,
while in doubles competition,
the team of Jill MeechanShirrell won 7-5, 3-6, 6-4.
The lady netters' match with
Indiana University was rained
out.
The next outing will be at
University of Tennessee at
Martin Tuesday.

Let u s FIX your BODY
(the body of your car , that is)

Finseth placed eighth in the
meet with a time of 21:38, and
according to Cornell "he ran
his best race since trangfering
to Murray."
Dennis Sturt ran eighth for
the Racers with a time of 22:12,
good enough for 14 place.

RUDY BAILEY'S
Body Shop
753-1277

301 Ash St.

JAYCEE
MEMBERSHIP
NIGHT
7 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 18
Student Union Bldg. Ballroom

Looks
All men ages 18·35 are Invited

For Fall
Suits
Belts
Shirts
Shoes
Slacks
Sport Coats
Ties
Come by Today I

ij[lye O!nllege

The Murray State University
golf team finished 14 strokes
over par in its final 18 holes
Saturday, and was forced to
take fourth place at its own Intercollegiate Invitational Golf
Tournament.
Twelve teams competed in
the ninth annual event at the
Murrey-Calloway
County
Country Club on Frida1 and
Saturday, with Tt>nness(le Tech
charging from behind with an
even-par performance on the
final 18 holes to claim the title.
The Racers' "blue'' ream, after being tied for first following
36 holeR of action Friday,
finished fourth behind Tech,
Illinois State, and Middle Tennessee.
Top scorer for the MSU
squad was Paul Celano, who
recorded a 217 (70-72-75) to tie
Easter,n Kentucky's Dan
Bogdan and Middle's BiJl
Buck for sixth place.
Another Murrayan, Bruce
Douglas, wound up a l!troke
back at 218 (75-71-72) to take
ninth place, and give the
Racers their second golfer in
the top ten.
Middle fired the lowest score
of the tournament--358--but
finished third with previous
round scores of 373 and 374.
The MSU "gold" team, the
low six qualifiers on the Racer
squad, wound up last with a
team score of 1,160 (386-382392).
The other teams in the order
of finish behind Murray were
Missouri (1,110), Eastern Kentucky ( 1,117), Austin Peay
(1,122), Indiana State (1.132),

~ qnp

We Honor BankAmericard

The purpose of the meeting Is to organize
a Jaycee Chapter on Campus.

For more Information,
Phone Raymond Thweatt,
Membership Drive Chairman,
at 753·3830
Refreshments will be served
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Pikes and Alpha Gams lead
•
Ill Greek softball category
The teams that were toppled by Coach Fred Faurot'!!
Murray State Racers in the season' s opening three games in
1951 were the Missouri School of Mines (31-7). Tennessee
Tech (20-7), and Eastern Kentucky (9·0).
Now--22 years lat~r--Murray has again won it.'l first three
games with decisions over Western Carolina (27-25), Tennessee Tech (18-17), and Morehead (30-16).
Coach Faurot's squad also recorded its best season that
year. Following the wins over its first three opponents, the
Racers went on to upend Marshall College (28-13) before
dropping its only decision of the season to Evansville
College (14-13).
After the loss, MSU ripped its next four opponents, giving
up a total of 13 point.-; in the four contests.
The victims were Delta State (33-0), Morehead (14-0),
Middle Tennessee (19·7), and Western Kentucky (23-6).

•••

The 75 points that Murray has scored thus far this season
is the most scored by a Racer team in a season's ftrSt three
outings, since the trick wa'! turned in 1935 with 76 poinl">.
That year, the Murrayans took two of the first three
decisions.

•••

The Racers' next three consecutive road trips will take
place at UT-Martin, Middle Tenne~ and East Tennessee.
Stewart Stadium for Homecoming on Oct. 27 against
Eastern Kentucky with a 6-0 mark.
Murray tackles UTM this weekend, and the Pacers have
an 0-4 record. As of this weekend, Middle Tennessee is l-3,
and will probably be 1-4 after a confrontation with Eastern
Kentucky this weekend.
The final game on the road trip will be at East Tennessee,
and the Buccaneers presently possess a 1-2 record.
The year's last home game will be on Nov. 3 against
Austin Peay, and the Murray squad winds up the season on
the road against Youngatown State University and archrival Western Kentucky.

•••

A survey around the NEWS office haR revealed that
Murray State is unanimously favored to take a victory over
UT-Martin.
I believe the final score will be 31-10, while assistant
sporta editor Steve W. Givens ptesses a 38-13 final margin.
Business manager Scott Simpson gives a 24-20 final tally,
while copy editor Jeff Mardeuse believeR the Racers will win
39-19.
ARSistant editorial editor Tom Peterson gueRSes a 35-3
score, and special writer Steve Vied believes the final margin
of victory will be seven, 14-7.

,---------------------------·

I Go Racers I
L---------------------------J
Murray State Gym Bags

Gym Clothes
Tennis Supplies
Swimming Clothes
Carry-all

Your

Cotton-Rayon

Favorit~ Numb~r

Your
Your Name (&wrt-on)

and Delta Sigma Epailon are
tied for third with marks of 3-1 .

In the women's league,
Alpha Gamma Delta remainM
atop the standings for the
In the men's independent sorority division with a 2-0
division, Mob has rolled up five mark. Kappa Delta and Alpha
consecutive victories without a Omicron Pi are tied for second
loss. The Shady Oak Bombers with 1-1 records.
are next with 5:1, while Jesus is
Lord is third with 4- 1.
Mac' s Monkeys whipped
Ashton B. Raisor in the only
contest in the women's independent. division last. week to
even their record at 2-2. RSU I
leads the division with a 2-1
mark, while Pooh's Gang is
second at I -0.
team for the entire contest.
Richmond No. 2 bas a perfect
Prior to last Wedne11day's
matches with University of record of 5·0 to lead the freRhTenneAAee-Martin and Austin men intramural softball league.
Peay, the Racers had a 6-1-0 Franklin No. 7 is l'/2 games
overall mark. Tomorrow, the back with a 4-2 record.
team travels to Columbus,
Action in the freshman
Miss. for a return bout with league is expected to end this
MSCW in their own tourney.
week.

MSU women finish
second in tourney
When you rout four of five
teams in a tourney, it's ordinarily a good enough showing
for a title--unless somebody
else wins everything.
Murray State's women' s
volleyball team destroyed every
opponent in its own Round
Robin Tournament held in the
University School gymnasium
last weekend except Mississippi
State College for Women, who
stuck the Racers 15-5 and 15·3
for the crown.
''We were really pleased with
the showing our team made
against MSCW, who has one of
the finest teams in the country," Coaches Nan Ward and
Shirley Wilferd said following
the ruud-fought championship
match.
Incidentially, the MSCW
coach, Carole Stewart, is a
MSU graduate which should
take some of the sting out of
the Racers' loss. "They just
outplayed us, but it doesn't
hurt your pride very much to
lose to a team of this calibeT,"
the coaches added.
The MSU team won over the
University of Kentucky,
University of Louisville,
Peabody and Middle Tennessee. In most of the matches
the Racers played their second

*****~~~~*~·**~·~····
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King's Den
MEN ' S CLOTHING
SOUTHSI DE SHOPPI NG
C ENTER

Fashion excitement
w ith an attitude of
refined good taste

Annual

"ADPi 500"
4 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 10
at Cutchin Stadium

Jerseys
Double Knits

Pi Kappa Alpha grabbed a
one-game lead in the fraternity
division of men'a intramural
softball league by defeating
Sigma Cl\i, 14-10.
The Pikes have won four
games without a setback, while
Lambda Chi Alpha is second
with a 3-0 mark. Sigma Chi

All cotton
Fat•orit~ Colort~

GR EEK LETTERS

I n -Sta te Students---Check
P-M's Gun Supply
Hunting Supplies
Bird Guns
Remington 870-1100
Hunting Rifles for Deer
• Shells
• Scopes
• Cleaning kits
.. Hunting Licenses

Parker-McKenney Athletic Supply
"For All Your Athletic Needs"
Just off Campus on Chestnut

Exclusively for all fraternities
on campus
Three Awards to be given:

··1st Place Trophy
··"Mr. Frat 500"
··Spirit Trophy
For more information, contact Anne Cretaro,

or any

ADPi

Oct. I. 11'71
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Clayton, DeLoach lead football team to victory
(Continued from paae 23)

E nael 1p u ra march

The Eagles took the lead
when their ace placekicker, Don
Russell, who was the only effective Morehead ecorer with
nine total points, framed a 28
yard field goal with 12:48
remaining in the first ~If.

Murray stormed back with
its own march, covering 75
yards in 13 plays which was
highlighted by a 24-yard run
around the right side by
fullback Jim Engel to move
from midfield to the Eagle 24.
After a personal foul penalty
which moved the ball ball the
distance to the goal, Pandolfii
handed off to Clayton who
leaped over the defenders to
score from the five.

MSU riflemen
win 2nd meet,
edge Morehead
Murray State's rifle team
recorded its second consecutive
win Saturday by beating
Morehead State, 1,385-1,267 .
The riflemen had beaten
Eastern Kentucky, 2,773-2,669,
just a week earlier at Richmond.
In the matches with
Morehead, Jack Rowe scored a
good 280 of 300 to pace his
team. Nancy Betz and Tol
Cherry had 278 and 277 respectively, while Gary Kramp and
Mary Sand each had scores of
275.
At Eastern, Cherry and Miss
Rowe led the MSU shooters as
each hit 557 of 600 possible
points. Mia& Sand was a notch
back at 556, while Kramp and
Rowe collected 553 and 550
points respectively.
The rine team, coached by
Set. John Stephens, travels to
Western Kentucky this Saturday for a match with the
Hill toppers.
Anyone interested in joining
the rifie team are instructed to
contact Sgt. Stephens or Capt.
John French in Wrather Hall.

Before the crowd was seated,
the Eagles had regained the
lead when wide receiver Doug
McCray retrieved Murray's
kickoff and ran 96 yards for a
touchdown. Russell's boot
made it 10-7 Morehead with
5:42 showing on the clock.

four with a 37-yard l'Un. Then
Ru8118ll added three points to
put the Eagles with in one, 1413, with 10:13 to go in the third
canto.
Five downs later, the visitors
bad the ball again and marched 76 yards in 14 plays to
take their final lead at 16-14 as
· Ruasell qain split the upri&hta.

Data tcheduled
for intro•ural
tennil matche•

move the Racers from their
own 33 to Morehead's 20. The
first heave went 12 yards, while
the second bullet traveled 42
big yards where Farrell made
the grab and carried the Eagle
defense an additional 10 stripes
before being hauled down.
The Racers scored with 1:09
remaining before the quarter
atop when Pandolfi sneaked
over from the two on a keeper
play and Wright's kick made it
14-10.
Morehead co a trola eanto
Following halftime, it was
Morehead on the ecoreboard as
the Eagles added two more
tallies on Wright field goals of
23 and 31 yards. Recovering a
Murray fumble at midfield, the
visitors moved to the Racer

Murray State, 3-0..0 overall
and tied with arch-rival
Western Kentucky atop the
OVC standings with a 2-0-0
slate, travels to University of
Tennessee-Martin to teat the
winless Pacers in a nonconference clash.

The Racers out,ained the
Eagles, 526-338, compiled a 47
percent pass completion
aver age as Pandolfi hit on
seven of 15 (Morehead hit only
nine of 22 for a 41 percent
fipre), and ran three leaa plays
(65-68) than the loeers.

Entry fee for the tournament
is $1 for singles events, and 50
cents per person for doubles
events. All fees must be paid by
noon on Oct. 18.
Awards will be given to the
winners in the student division.
All matches will be two out
of three sets, and if the set
score becomes tied at 6-6, the
nine-point breaker will be used.
Anyone interested in entering
the tournament should sign up
in the Carr Health Bldg. in the
offices of either Nita Head or
Bennie Purcell

After a scorelesa first half,
Murray State's soccer team
steamrolled four goals into the
nets for a 4-1 win over Sellar mine in Cutchin Stadium last
Saturday.
The win evened Coach John
Polacek's slate at 1·1·1 and
came after the Racers' best offensive showing of the season.
Following a 5-2 10811 to Vanderbilt here two weeks ago.
"We played a real tight game
which enabled us to score
freely," Coach Polacek said,
"and we seemed to be working
as a unit more than in any of
our previous matches."
Three new players started
their first match ever for MSU,
Arne Knudsen, Mikko Horsma,
and Juna Niittyuirta, all of
whom are stars on the Racer
tennis team.
"We moved the ball real well
and had good ~ exchanges,"
Coach Polacek said, "but we
face a touch opponent in SIU
tomorrow."
Matchtime is at 2 p.m. at
Carlisle Cutchin Stadium.

Murray State
0 14 0 16--30
Morehead State 0 10 6 0--16
MO--Don Russell, 28-yard
field goal.
MU--Don Clayton, sevenyard run (Don Wright kick).
MO- Doug McCray, 96-yard
kickoff return (Don Russell
kick).
MU--Tom Pandolfi, two-yard
run (Wright kick).
MO--Russell, 23-yard field
goal.
MO--Russell , 31-yard field
goal.
MU--Willie DeLoach, 25yard paBB from Pandolfi (kick
failed).
MU--DeLoach, 36-yard paBB
from Pandolfi (Wright kick).
MU--Wright, 21 -yard field
goal.

Days

a

W eek

8

a.m.

til

Prices

Murray downs
Bellarmine, 4-1
in soeeer play

~---

All full-time students at
MSU a nd their spouses are
eligible to compete in the tournament, as are faculty and staff
members and their spouses.

7

Racen dominate ata ta

Defensive end Matt Schappert led the defense with nine
tackles and was cl osely
followed by teammate Jay
Waddle, who added five tackles

There will be five divisions in
the tournament--men's singles,
womens aincla, men's doubles,
women's doubles, a nd mixed
doubles.

Pandolfi uaed two key passes

and three asaista from his left
tackle position.

Clayton was the leading
ruaher for the game with his
total 205 yards in 28 carries.
Engel followed with the
greatest game of his career with
170 yards in 19 tripe.

An intramural tennis tournament will be held at Murray
State on Oct. 19-21.

to tight end Bill Farrell to

From then on---it was all
Murray State!

good

p.m.

12

through TUE.

W e reserve the right to limit
COUNTY FAIR
Brown and Serve

Big 32 oz.

ROLLS
3 U CI'. PKG'S. $1.00

COKES
18¢

EA
Food Giant

2
DOZEN

p lus
deposit

GRADE A LARGE

EGGS

99¢

Limit 2 doz. with S7.50 add. pur.
excluding Tob.& Dairy products

PUR EX

TREASURE
CHEST
J IMMY MANNING
603 N. 18th
Card not punched

BISVIITOUGISIU

Y oa do DOC .~taft to be pracat to win.

Food Giant

4

16 oz. loaves

POTATOES
88¢

10

lb.

US CHOICE .

ROUND STEAK
lb.

lb. bag

FRESH

Ground Beef

68¢

87¢

Family Pack
from

RED

BREAD

37¢

$200.00

w eek

WIN

GAL.

FRYERS

97¢

T h is

BLEACH

FAMILY PACK

our

lb.

D eli

FRIED CHICKEN
Snack Box

79c

DINNER BOX $1.39

